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Abstract	  
An increase in the uncertainty of customer demand has led to that industries and firms are 
realizing the need of being responsive, and are therefore incorporating flexibility as a core 
strategy. ABB Robotics is also realizing the need of flexibility and therefore, strategies should be 
developed in order to be able to meet the volatile demand.	  
This study aims to analyze the Supply Chain Flexibility of ABB Robotics and to give 
recommendations of how ABB Robotics should incorporate and use strategies and ways to work 
with the concept in order to be more responsive in their supply chain.	  
	  	  
This is a qualitative study on ABB Robotics’ supply department, ABB Robotics suppliers and 
with benchmarking studies of three firms; Volvo Cars, Volvo Trucks and Bombardier.	  
	  	  
The authors have developed a model of Supply Chain Flexibility that fits ABB Robotics’ supply 
chain. The model includes the dimensions Volume Flexibility, Product Mix Flexibility, Delivery 
Flexibility, Sourcing Flexibility and Information System Flexibility.	  
The conclusions are that the following four strategies increases Supply Chain Flexibility for 
ABB Robotics: using local supply/hubs and developing separate supply chains, using module 
suppliers, empowerment of suppliers and connectivity in the supply chain network. Supply Chain 
Flexibility has to be created and invested in, in order for firms to realize it. Implementing 
strategies for Supply Chain Flexibility is a way of working proactively to have the ability to be 
reactive.	  
	  	  
 	  
	  	  

Sammanfattning	  
En ökning i osäkerheten angående kunders efterfrågan har lett till att industrier och företag ser 
behovet av att vara reaktiv och införlivar därmed flexibilitet som en kärn-strategi. ABB Robotics 
ser även behovet av flexibilitet och därmed behöver företaget strategier för att ha möjligheten att 
möta den volatila efterfrågan.	  
Denna studie syftar till att analysera flexibilitet i värdekedjan hos ABB Robotics samt att ge 
rekommendationer för hur ABB Robotics bör inkludera och använda strategier och sätt att arbeta 
med konceptet för att vara mer reaktiv i deras försörjningskedja.	  
	  	  
Studien har genomförts med kvalitativa studier på ABB Robotics inköpsavdelning, ABB 
Robotics leverantörer och med en jämförande studie på tre företag; Volvo Personvagnar, Volvo 
Lastbilar och Bombardier.	  
	  	  
Författarna har utvecklat en modell för flexibilitet i värdeflödeskedjan som passar på ABB 
Robotics värdeflödeskedja. Modellen inkluderar dimensionerna volymflexibilitet, 
produktmixflexibilitet, leveransflexibilitet, inköpsflexibilitet och informationssystemsflexibilitet.	  
Slutsatsen är att de följande fyra strategierna ökar flexibiliteten i värdekedjan för ABB Robotics: 
använda lokal produktion/externa lager och utvecklande av separata värdekedjor, använda 
modulleverantörer, bemyndigande av leverantörer samt att koppla samman värdeflödesnätverket. 
Flexibilitet i värdekedjan måste skapas och investeras i för att möjliggöras. Implementationen av 
strategier inom flexibilitet är ett sätt att arbeta proaktivt för att kunna vara reaktiv.	  
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John Gossman (1997), vice president of materials manage-	  
ment at AlliedSignal: “Competition is no longer company	  

to company, but supply chain to supply chain”	  

 

1 Introduction 
	  	  
The quote above is an indication on that there has been a shift in focus during the last couple of 
decades, from competing with manufacturing to competing with supply chain management. 
Firms are realizing the importance of optimizing their supply chain, in order to decrease costs 
and to stay competitive. The uncertainty is increasing, which makes the probability of that the 
customers’ demand increases or decreases in volume, cancel or moving orders backwards or 
forward is higher than ever. The customers are also requiring customizations to a greater extent 
than before. This results in an uncertain environment for organizations to act on, which forces 
players on the market to be more flexible in many respects (Angkiriwang et al., 2014). Hence, 
uncertainty drives flexibility, which has now become an integral part of managers’ strategies, 
regardless of the market or structure of the organization.	  
	  	  
This paper aims to define Supply Chain Flexibility and to present strategies regarding how ABB 
Robotics should work with it. In order to do this, a case study has been made on ABB Robotics.	  
	  	  
ABB Robotics, hereafter referred to as Robotics, is a global manufacturer, which produces 
industry robots for different companies and industries all around the world. In markets where 
firms need to be more effective in order to decrease prices, the demand on industrial robots is 
increasing. Robotics has therefore been growing rapidly for some years. In the year 2020 
Robotics is planning on producing 100,000 robots, which is a high volume increase in 
comparison with today’s volumes. Robotics is gaining market shares and has now approximately 
18 % of the total market. The company is expecting the market for industrial robots to grow, 
since more factories in new and current markets are realizing the advantages and has the will to 
invest in robots. This means that Robotics is facing new challenges.	  
	  	  
Robotics is also experiencing that their demand curve has a higher volatility than ever. This is 
due to the fact that customers usually order in peaks, which leads to new challenges for the 
supply chain. The figure below visualizes Robotics daily production rate from 2008 up till now. 
As the reader can see, the production volume varies more on a daily basis with time. This figure 
represents the problem and the need of supply chain flexibility, since the peaks are more frequent 
now compared to 2008.	  
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Figure 1.1 - Daily Production Rate from January 2008 to February 2015. (ABB Robotics, 2015) 
	  	  

1.1 Problem definition 
The problem that is being addressed in this study is how ABB Robotics, that is experiencing a 
volatile demand and a higher pressure from customers, should operate and manage their supply 
chain in order to meet the volatile demand curve and create the ability to be responsive.	  
	  	  

1.2 Purpose and Objective 
The objective of this project is to develop strategies for Supply Chain Flexibility that are 
intended to be suitable for the focal company Robotics where a great part of the study has been 
made. A secondary objective is to provide Robotics with a review on how flexible their supply 
chain is compared to other firms’ supply chains. Another objective of the study is to get a greater 
understanding of the concept Supply Chain Flexibility and how it can be increased. 	  
	  	  

1.3 Delimitations 
In order for a firm to be truly flexible, one must work with the concept in every part of the 
company. This project is delimited to Robotics supply department, where the procurement of 
material and indirect material is made. The focus in this study will be how the supply department 
should act and work in order for the entire firm to perform well.	  
	  	  
As stated earlier, the result of the project will provide Robotics with long term strategies on a 
managerial level, which means that the result will not be presented in detail. 	  
	  	  
Robotics has three factories, located in Sweden, China and USA. Due to the time frame, the 
study will only include the production facility in Sweden. Since the production plants are 
governed by the same managers, the plants should be rather equal. The improvements that will 

Daily	  Produc-on	  Rate	  
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be presented should be applicable to the other production facilities, but to what extent is out 
beyond the scope of this study.  	  
	  	  
There are two relevant types of uncertainty; uncertainty in customer demand and uncertainty of 
suppliers in the supply chain (Snyder and Shen, 2006). This study is delimited to the uncertainty 
in customer demand and how this affects firms’ suppliers and how firms should work in order to 
manage the uncertainty in demand.            	  
	  	  

1.4 Assumptions 
During this study, the following assumption has been made; the daily rate in Robotics production 
is infinite. Thus, the supply chain, flow of material and volume does not have any limitations on 
what is appropriate and possible.	  
	  	  

1.5 Concepts and Abbreviations 
	  	  
●  KPI - Key Performance Indexes, used in order to measure firm performance.	  
●  The suppliers in the different stages of the supply network are usually named:	  

○      Tier 1 supplier - first stage supplier, i.e. the manufacturing firm’s supplier.	  
○      Tier 2 supplier - second stage supplier, i.e. the supplier‘s supplier.	  
○      Tier 3 supplier - third stage supplier, and so on.	  

	  	  
● Reactive - is defined as “Acting in response to a situation rather than creating or 

controlling it” (Oxford Dictionaries, 2015).	  
●  Proactive - is defined as “(Of a person or action) creating or controlling a situation rather 

than just responding to it after it has happened” (Oxford Dictionaries, 2015).	  

 

1.6 Disposition and Readers Guide 
Chapter 2 - Theory	  
In this chapter, the chosen theory used throughout this study is presented. The chapter begins 
with a review of flexibility in general, followed by the Supply Chain Network’s impact on 
flexibility. Thereafter, the literature study will move over to reviewing the model that has been 
developed by the authors prior to the study at the focal company Robotics. The chapter ends with 
shorter reviews of concepts that affect flexibility. To be able to understand the project the reader,  
both experienced and inexperienced readers of Supply Chain Management,  should study the 
developed model since it will be used to a great extent.	  
	  	  
Chapter 3 - Method 
This chapter explains how the case study was performed. The study primarily focused on the 
company Robotics, but several smaller studies and interviews have been made with Robotics 
suppliers and of the firms included in the benchmarking. The chapter also includes a list of the 
people that were interviewed.	  
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Chapter 4 - Robotics	  
Chapter 4 can be seen as a pre-study. It presents the organization of Robotics, the processes the 
firm’s supply department is using and how the firm is communicating with the suppliers. The 
authors recommend this chapter for readers who are not familiar with Robotics.	  
	  	  
Chapter 5 - Empirical Study - Flexibility of Suppliers	  
The chapter presents the result of the studies that was made with Robotics’ suppliers. The 
flexibility of the suppliers and thus Robotics’ Supply Chain Flexibility is reviewed, followed by 
the suppliers’ bottlenecks and areas of improvements. A study on a small part of the supply 
network is also presented at the end of every section.	  
	  	  
Chapter 6 - How Others Manage Supply Chain Flexibility	  
This chapter presents the benchmarking study, including the quantitative Supply Chain 
Flexibility measurement and analysis of the included firms. Readers who are interested in 
knowing how flexible Robotics is compared to other firms should read this chapter. 	  
	  	  
Chapter 7 - Strategies For Increasing Supply Chain Flexibility and Areas of Improvements For 
Robotics	  
This chapter includes the results that addresses the study’s main purpose and objective - finding 
strategies and ways to increase Supply Chain Flexibility. How the strategies affect flexibility, 
risks, cost of investments and how applicable they are to Robotics is presented.	  
	  	  
Chapter 8 - Discussion and Chapter 9 - Critical Reflection and Further Research	  
Chapter 8 includes the authors’ discussions of flexibility, Supply Chain Flexibility, the results, 
the developed strategies and the study in general. The chapter refers back to the main problem 
presented in the introduction. The result and analysis of the study ends up in a summary of the 
strategies manufacturing firms should incorporate in their organization in order for the firm to 
increase Supply Chain Flexibility.	  
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2 Theory 
	  	  
In this section, the chosen theory that is used in the study will be presented and described. The 
chapter begins with an explanation on the term flexibility, and will thereafter explain Supply 
Chain Flexibility, that will be addressed in this study. The authors has, based on the chosen 
theory, developed a model on Supply Chain Flexibility, which will be used throughout this 
study. The model will be presented and argued for, followed by concepts that are important for 
flexibility in general. 	  
	  	  

2.1 What is Flexibility? 

When organizations are acting in uncertain environments it is important for organizations to have 
the ability to meet the uncertain changes. Flexibility is defined as an organization’s ability to 
change or react with a low penalty in time, effort, cost or performance (Sánchez and Pérez, 
2005). There are several other definitions on organizational flexibility, but Engelhardt-Nowitzki 
(2012) defines it as:	  
 	  
-Flexibility is the ability to quickly adapt the responsiveness all through the value stream, 
regarding the appropriate change velocity and cycle time, under given cost structures and 
product quality requirements.	  
	  	  
Flexibility is seen as the tool used to respond to uncertainty and reflects the ability that an 
organization has on meeting and adapting to changes (Vickery et al., 1999).	  
	  	  
If an organization is achieving a high degree of flexibility it means that the organization is able 
to respond to changing customer demand (Nandakumar et al., 2014, p. 1). By meeting the 
demand, the organization can sell more products to customers and thereby obtain growth in 
market shares.	  
	  	  
The generic principles for flexibility are:	  
	  	  
●      flexibility is multi-dimensional;	  

	  	  
●      different elements of flexibility are more important in certain environments than	  

in others; and	  
	  	  
●      flexibility is a capability that does not have to be demonstrated. (Stevenson and Spring, 

2007)	  
	  	  
How these are incorporated in practice will be explained in chapter 2.2 - Supply Chain 
Flexibility (SCF) and used in chapter 2.4 - Dimensions of SCF and Developed SCF Model.	  
	  	  
When it comes to implementing flexibility within an organization, it is important to integrate the 
whole organization. Duclos et al. (2003) has contributed to the literature on flexibility with a 
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conceptual model, that includes six components of flexibility in manufacturing flexibility, 
strategic flexibility and supply flexibility:	  
	  	  

	  
Figure 2.1 - Conceptual model of flexibility (Duclos et al., 2003). The blue square marks this study’s 
delimited area. 
	  	  
The marked area in the model is visualizing what this study is delimited to. The factors that are 
covered by the marked area are Information system flexibility, Logistics Flexibility, Market 
Flexibility and Supply Flexibility, where some factors are more or less included. This will lay the 
foundation of the model that will be developed and used to analyze the Supply Chain Flexibility 
at Robotics.	  
	  	  

2.2 Flexibility and Organizational Performance 
Several influential authors has provided work that shows that flexibility and firm performance is 
correlated, and that flexibility improves the bottom line of the organization. The concept “firm 
performance” includes both financial performance (Net Profit, Market Share Growth) and non-
financial performance (Lead-Time Reduction, Customer Satisfaction). There are also evidence of 
correlation between the strategy on flexibility and flexibility on performance, which means that 
having strategies on flexibility directly improves organizational performance. (Fantazy et al., 
2009)	  
	  	  

2.3 Supply Chain Flexibility  
From the sections above, The Supply Chain Flexibility (SCF) can thus be defined as the supply 
chain’s ability to be responsive, react and change in order for the organizations to meet the 
changes in market demand. This is a general concept that is being widely used by researchers 
and supply chain managers.	  
	  	  
Beamon (1999) has defined some advantages when using supply chain flexibility. Organizations 
can see reductions in the number of backorders, lost sales, late order and increased customer 
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satisfaction. But implementing flexible strategies can also let organizations achieve a more 
comprehensive ability to respond to and accommodate demand variations, such as seasonality, 
periods of poor manufacturing, poor supplier performance, poor delivery performance and to 
respond to and accommodate new products, new markets or new competitors.	  
	  	  
The generic principles from chapter 1.1 above conclude that the SCF is multi-dimensional and in 
order to measure it, several different variables in SCF have to be investigated in order to 
understand the whole picture. It is important for organizations to understand that being flexible 
in one dimension does not imply the ability of being flexible in another.	  
Another vital point within the subject is that organizations need to be aware of that the 
environment of the supply chain matter, and that two supply chains could be equally flexible, but 
constructed in different ways, and that two alike supply chains can differ in flexibility depending 
on the environment. (Stevenson and Spring, 2007)	  
	  	  

2.3.1 Cost of Supply Chain Flexibility 
It is important to have the ability to be responsive to customers demand on a competitive market, 
but having a flexible supply chain is costly, since flexibility is something that is achieved by 
investments. Every dimension is not vital for every supply chain or organization and can perhaps 
be unnecessary to include. Therefore, a supply chain should be assessed carefully in order to 
determine to what extent the organization needs flexibility. (Angkiriwang et al.,2014)	  
	  	  

2.4 Supply Chain Networks 

Herwig Winkler (2009) suggests that flexibility has a high connection to strategic supply chain 
network. By constructing a strategic supply chain network, it is possible to effectively manage 
partners in the network simultaneously to a low cost, which leads to enhanced SCF. If the 
cooperation between partners in the supply chain network does not work simultaneously, it could 
cause poor resource utilization, inventory pile-ups or shortages and order backlogs. Therefore, 
the design of the strategic network is important in order to avoid unnecessary waste and thus, 
gain flexibility. (Navin et al., 2011)	  
In order to achieve SCF, it requires flexibility within and among all partners in the value chain. 
Hence, designing the supply chain network accordingly will increase SCF of a firm. (Duclos et 
al., 2003)	  
	  	  
The most basic decision in supply chain management is how to design the supply chain network. 
The design will influence all other decisions concerning the supply chain and it has the most 
extensive effect on the return on investment and its overall performance. (Baghalian et al., 2013)	  
          	  
Supply chain networks often exists of higher order dependencies due to multi-level relationships. 
Multi- relationships where raw materials producers sell to manufacturers, who in turn sells to 
wholesalers, then to retailers and finally to the end-users. The management activities of supply, 
demand and relationships affects other firms supply chain both directly and indirectly.	  
Imagine four firms, A, B, C and D, shown in Figure 2.2 below. The relationships and influences 
between A and B, B and C, C and D are often analyzed, while the actions of, for example, A´s 
possible impact on C and D are ignored.	  
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Figure 2.2 - The typical effects and the ignored effects. 
(Dass, 2011) 
	  	  

2.5 Dimensions of Supply Chain Flexibility and Developed Supply Chain Flexibility Model 
It has been stated that flexibility is multi-dimensional. Acharya and Singh (2013) have developed 
a comprehensive literature study on the subject of SCF dimensions. They have gathered all the 
dimensions that are brought up by influential authors, where the total amount is 22. These are 
listed in Appendix A.	  
	  	  
The concept of SCF is complex, with regards of its multidimensional nature. Several authors, 
including the most influential, stress that for successful implementation of managerial strategies, 
SCF should be placed in the most important dimensions (Vickery et al., 2009). Therefore we, the 
authors, have developed a model which includes those dimensions that is important and in need 
of measurement and benchmarking for the supply department at Robotics. The Chapter 3.1 
Process of Developing the SCF Model presents a more comprehensive description of how the 
model was developed. The model is constructed as follows: 
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Figure 2.3 - Model of SCF, developed by the authors. 
	  	  
Volume Flexibility is the organization's ability to effectively change the output volume of 
products produced in response to customer demand (Beamon, 1999). In a supply chain 
perspective, volume flexibility is treated as the supplier’s ability to change their output volume. 
This type of flexibility may require a close collaboration and coordination between supplier and 
customer in a changing demand, especially when the demand is increasing. The volume of 
incoming material is directly impacting the organization and the supply chain’s performance 
since high flexibility decreases the probability of stock-outs and prevents high inventory levels. 
(Sánchez and Pérez, 2005)	  
Researches have shown that Volume Flexibility is one dimension that is highly important for 
organizations in general (Stevenson and Spring, 2007). The study at Robotics has also shown 
that Volume Flexibility is the most important factor and needs to be improved in order to keep 
gaining market shares, which is the reason for why this dimension is included. If there is not any 
volume to be sold, Robotics will lose market shares due to the fact that some customers will 
chose another automation supplier. 	  
	  	  
Product Mix Flexibility is the organizations ability to change the variety of products produced 
(Beamon, 1999). This dimension is the chain's ability to deal with complicated, non-standard 
orders, to meet customer specifications and to produce products characterized by numerous 
features, options, sizes and colors. Achieving a high degree of Product Mix Flexibility requires 
collaboration and coordination between customer and supplier, but also many other types of 
functions, for example product design, marketing and research and development. (Sánchez and 
Pérez, 2005)	  
The Product Mix Flexibility is included since Robotics’ customers are able to change the 
specification of orders late in the production flow. Being able to have flexibility in product mix 
is one of Robotics most important attributes, and it is therefore important that the supply chain is 
able to cope with changes in specifications. Product Mix Flexibility can be achieved by for 
example working with postponement in production and component commonality.	  
	  	  

Product	  Mix	  Flexibility	  

Volume	  Flexibility	  

Delivery	  Flexibility	  

Sourcing	  Flexibility	  

Information	  System	  Flexibility	  

	  

SCF	  
Firm	  

Performance	  
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Delivery Flexibility is the organization's ability to change planned deliveries (Beamon, 1999). It 
could also be the case of fixing a delivery date to a certain day and adjusting the lead times 
accordingly (Acharya and Singh, 2013).	  
This dimension is important for Robotics, since the customers of Robotics is characterized by 
sudden changes in demand. And thus, having suppliers that are able of being flexible in 
deliveries is important.	  
	  	  
Sourcing Flexibility is defined as the organization's strategic design of flexibility in its sourcing, 
i.e. supply chain. In order for the supply chain to be flexible, firms must be aware of the 
flexibility of suppliers, their location and the relationship with suppliers. A way of increasing 
Sourcing Flexibility is to have several sources, i.e. multi-sourcing. But an organization can have 
flexible sourcing without multi-sourcing. Several empirical researches have shown that having 
close relationships with supplier and supplier development has positive effects on flexibility. The 
most important is that the firm has designed the supply chain so that it is optimal for them, 
including Robotics. (Stevenson and Spring, 2007)	  
	  	  
Information System Flexibility is defined as the organization’s ability of the collective 
information system to adapt and support the changing environment of different functions in the 
organization, such as sourcing, product development and manufacturing. The dimension can also 
provide an improvement in the ability to respond and react to changes in the environment. 
(Acharya and Singh, 2013)	  
This dimensions is important for Robotics since studies has shown that manufacturers has to 
evaluate their use of information technology in order for the Information System Flexibility to 
increase, and hence increase the overall flexibility (Fantazy et al., 2009). The authors’ study has 
shown that the need of assessing and evaluating the information exchange with suppliers is high.	  
A more comprehensive review on why an information system is important in supply chains will 
be given in section 2.6.	  
	  	  
The model will be tested and used in the empiric’s chapter. The model will also be referred back 
to in the benchmarking chapter and in the strategies on SCF.	  
	  	  

2.6 Concepts that is Important to Supply Chain Flexibility 
In this section, some of the concepts that are used to address the problem regarding SCF is stated 
and explained. The authors believe that it is important to explain the concepts in order to 
understand how they affect flexibility and SCF.	  
	  	  

2.6.1 Information Systems in Supply Chains 
There are many competitive advantages of having a well-developed information system, for 
example it makes a collaborative supply chain management possible. Information systems can: 
be a substitute for inventory, speed up new product design, shorten order fulfillment cycle, drive 
process reengineering and coordinate supply chain activities. Thus, information systems can be 
seen as a strategic enabler. Moreover, information-enabled collaboration enhances customer 
service, customer value and reduces cost. (Fawcett et al., 2007)	  
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It has also been shown by empirical research that having a well developed information system, 
and information sharing, through the supply chain increases SCF. The flow of real-time 
information improves the overall responsiveness of the chain, increases trust and optimizes 
capacity availability. (Stevenson and Spring, 2007)	  
	  	  

2.6.2 Connectivity and Willingness of Information Sharing  
Fawcett et al. suggest that the connectivity and willingness of information sharing has an impact 
on supply chain performance. Connectivity and willingness are explained as two distinct 
dimensions of information technology impact on supply chain performance. Connectivity creates 
the capability to share information. Thus, connectivity enables companies to gather and analyze 
information regarding the supply chain and by connecting companies through information 
systems, managers and other employees has thus the ability to make more accurate and 
collaborative decisions. Real-time connectivity can also provide empowerment to managers 
since they are able to detect environmental trends and inflection points earlier. Companies are 
also able to react to customer changes and provide the chain’s members with information. 
(Fawcett et al., 2007)	  
	  	  
There are many individuals that are unwilling to share information because of the fact that it 
could mean a competitive disadvantage. But it is vital for organizations to understand that 
information sharing along the supply chain increases the reliability of decisions and that if the 
willingness of sharing information is not in place, the full potential of the IT-solutions may not 
be obtained. The theory regarding information systems suggests that the culture of an 
organization is influencing the willingness to share information of the people working within the 
organization. This means that the attitude towards information system and sharing may be 
different comparing with other organizations. Thus, for a supply chain to take part of the benefits 
of information system, the firms must cultivate a high degree of willingness for all key players, 
where managers should influence at a high degree and develop incentives. (Fawcett et al., 2007)	  
	  	  

2.6.3 The Bullwhip Effect in Networks 
The Bullwhip effect is a phenomenon that is caused by a change in demand, either an increase or 
decrease, in volume. The event of a volume decrease prompts organizations to reduce inventory 
and ordering lesser volumes. This leads to suppliers ordering even lesser volume, which 
continues on in the supply chain until one supplier is realizing a stock-out and in response is 
over-ordering. The effect gets larger and larger up the value stream in the network and further 
away from the end consumer. (Financial Times, 2015)	  
	  	  
The Bullwhip effect is caused by information not being correct and low transparency. It is 
therefore important to explain the term, since the importance of it will be addressed in this study. 
As mentioned, flexibility can be increased by better information exchange. Therefore, having a 
large bullwhip effect that gives incorrect information will lead to a supply chain that is not 
responsive to the customers needs, which affects firm performance in negative way.	  
This can be seen in the other way around. Aprile and Garavelli (2007) study the relationship 
between the Bullwhip effect and flexibility. According to them, the keeping the Bullwhip effect 
low can increase flexibility.	  
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McKinsey (2015) has gathered four reasons for the effect to arise: demand-forecast updating, 
order batching, price fluctuations and rationing and shortage gaming. The forecasting of the focal 
company will also be addressed in this paper. It is important for firms to realize that the smallest 
changes one does, for example in the forecast, can have a large impact in the supply network. To 
summarize, controlling the information flow and increase transparency will increase flexibility.	  
	  	  

2.6.4 Postponement of De-Coupling Point in Networks to Reduce Uncertainty 
A de-coupling point is the point where the push strategy is replaced with the pull strategy in the 
supply chain. The push strategy is used from the upstream of the supply chain (i.e., the raw 
material supplier) until the decoupling point and means that firms assembles on forecast, without 
knowing the real demand. The pull strategy takes place instead in the downstream of the supply 
chain (i.e., the end customer), and means that assembly is on customers’ orders, i.e. the firm has 
knowledge regarding the real demand. Where to position the decoupling point is an important 
matter when designing the supply chain.	  
 	  
 	  

	  
Figure 2.4 - Possible positions of the decoupling point in a supply chain. 
(Jeong, 2011) 
	  	  
The term decoupling point is an important factor when it comes to flexibility, since the main 
problem is uncertainty. The theory regarding push and pull strategies, assembly on forecast and 
on real orders, can explain how flexible a supply chain is. If the decoupling point is postponed as 
much as possible, the chain allows itself to be flexible, since the customer can place or change an 
order later in time. This means that firms can react on the latest information in a better way. 
(Stevenson and Spring, 2007)	  
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3 Method 
	  	  
The main objective of this thesis work is to conduct an in-depth case study on SCF by analyzing 
the SCF at the focal company Robotics, and comparing the firm’s SCF with other manufacturing 
firms in order to provide Robotics with strategies and ways to improve SCF.	  
	  	  
The project is focused on the model that has been developed by the authors, which is used in the 
analysis of the current state, benchmarking and tested in with the developed strategies on SCF. 
The model is developed to Robotics, and is as stated perhaps not applicable to other firms. But 
the authors believe that the developed model could lay a framework on how manufacturing firms 
in general could develop their own model, and how it should be used.	  
	  	  
The case study and benchmarking study were made in order to develop SCF strategies and ways 
to increase SCF for Robotics. The strategies that is presented in this report is explained in a more 
general way at first, but is thereafter analyzed from Robotics point of view. It is important to 
mention that the developed strategies on SCF are conducted from the perspective of Robotics, 
where every strategy should work and bring an overall increase in flexibility. Since the strategies 
are general, they could perhaps be applied to other manufacturing firms, and the authors has 
therefore contributed with a development mainly to Robotics, and perhaps also to other firms.	  
	  

3.1 Process of Developing the Supply Chain Flexibility Model  

As stated in the Chapter 2.1 What is Flexibility?, flexibility is multi-dimensional and which 
elements included in the flexibility should be carefully assessed before it is implemented. These 
are the main reasons for why the authors has chosen to develop a SCF model that is tailored to 
Robotics supply chain. From the literature study, the authors can conclude that flexibility is a 
broad concept that consists of several different flexibility dimensions, where some dimensions 
are more appropriate in specific areas of the value chain. All of the dimensions that the authors 
studied is listed in Appendix A Dimensions of Flexibility. Since this study is delimited to the 
purchasing department at Robotics and according to Figure 2.1 Conceptual Model of Flexibility, 
some dimensions could be neglected immediately. The five dimensions that was determined to 
be included in the model was chosen after studies and discussions with Robotics employees, 
managers and the authors supervisor at Robotics.  The dimensions that was not neglected right 
away was carefully analysed, and the dimensions that is not included in the final model was one 
after one canceled, cancellation based on the process described. A final approval of the model 
has been given by the authors supervisor at Robotics. 	  
	  

3.2 Primary Data Collection and Process 

During the case study at Robotics, interviews with Robotics staff from various departments, but 
with focus on supply, were held in order for the authors to get an in-depth understanding of the 
problem and situation.	  
The case study on Robotics SCF continued with studies on one chosen supplier for each of the 
five categories. The suppliers were chosen for various reasons, but the main factor was that the 
suppliers are critical in some way. The study on suppliers was based on both personal interviews, 
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interviews by telephone and qualitative questions via e-mail. The study on each supplier is seen 
as qualitative and comprehensive since continuous contact was held until enough information 
was gathered. Since the SCF can differ on the various materials that manufacturing firms uses, 
the study was proceeded with that perspective and questions was established accordingly. Since 
the SCF could be correlated to the supply network, as mentioned in the literature study, the 
authors made a study on Tier 2 suppliers as well. The information gathering regarding Tier 2 
suppliers has been made with Tier 1 suppliers and the representatives at the Tier 2 supplier firm. 
This has been made with qualitative interviews and questions by telephone and email.	  
	  	  

3.3 Secondary Data Collection 
To get a deeper understanding from a more quantitative perspective, historical data over suitable 
KPIs and suppliers was gathered and analyzed. All of the data-analysis did not end up in the 
report, but has contributed to an understanding.	  
	  	  

3.4 Benchmarking 
Benchmarking is a method, where the purpose is to systematically compare a situation or a 
problem to others, often to people, processes and organizations that is proven to be excellent in 
the subject. The aim is to analyze the internal problem compared to how others manage it in 
order to find more effective solutions and improvements.	  
	  	  
The benchmarking process starts with analyzing internally in order to get an understanding of the 
problem, which also helps when comparing. It is important to measure both where improvements 
can be made and where the firm that is benchmarking is better. (Metodbanken, 2012) 	  
	  

3.4.1 Benchmarking and Quantitative Measurement  
In order to provide Robotics with a comparison of their SCF to other firms, the authors made a 
qualitative and quantitative analysis of the flexibility. The qualitative benchmarking is made with 
in-depth studies of the problem at Robotics and the chosen benchmarking companies. Thereafter, 
the authors gathered the information and developed a quantitative measurement of the flexibility 
of Robotics and the other companies’ SCF.  	  
	  
The quantitative measurement aims to measure each firm’s flexibility in the five different 
flexibility dimensions (from the authors developed model, see Chapter 2.5) and thereby get a 
comprehensive picture of the firm’s total flexibility. This measurement is visualized in a chart, 
where it is easy to compare the flexibility.  The quantitative measurement is set with score one to 
five. It is important to point out that the measurement is subjective and that the score of the 
flexibility for each firm is given based on the authors limited knowledge of the firms.  The 
measurement together with an explanation of the scale can be found in Appendix F Supply Chain 
Flexibility Measurement of the Benchmarking Firms.	  
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3.5 Process of Developing Strategies of Increased Supply Chain Flexibility 

From the literature study, study at Robotics and the benchmarking study, the authors developed 
strategies of how Robotics could increase their SCF. First, the bottlenecks of Robotics SCF were 
identified, which pointed out areas of improvements that should be mitigated in order for 
Robotics to increase their flexibility. This also gave the authors an understanding of Robotics 
supply network, which is important knowledge to have when giving recommendations. 
Secondly, the benchmarking study did not only provide comparisons, but also some inspirations 
of how Robotics could work with SCF in order to increase it. All of the information gathered in 
the study was analyzed as a whole and together with brainstorming, discussions and continuously 
improvements of the strategies, the study ended up in four strategies of how Robotics should 
work in order for them to increase their SCF. The strategies where analyzed with the developed 
SCF-model, which gives clear indications on how the strategies increases the flexibility in the 
chosen dimensions that is important to Robotics. 	  
	  
	  
3.6 Interviews 
In this section, the people that the authors have held an interview with are listed. Their position 
and date of the interview is also given.	  
	  	  
The authors’ supervisor Ronny Jansson, Manager Supply Chain Management, has given 
continuous discussions, guidance and data. 	  
	  	  

3.6.1 People Connected to ABB Robotics 

 	  
People who were interviewed in order for the authors to understand the problem:	  
Ahlgren, Håkan; Local Category Manager. 05-02-2015.	  
Durakovic, Leila; Local Category Manager. 06-02-2015.	  
Eriksson, Dan; Manager Operational Supply. 27-01-2015 and 04-02-2015.	  
Frank, Pia; Local Category Manager. 07-02-2015.	  
Haapaniemi, Erkko; Local Category Manager. 06-02-2015.	  
Saros, Anna; Manager Local Strategic Supply and Projects. 30-01-2015.	  
Westman, Lennart; Local Category Manager. 06-02-2015.	  
	  	  
People who were interviewed in order for the authors to get data for the empiric’s chapter:	  
Axelsson, Kjell; Operational purchaser. 2015. Continuous communication. 	  
Berg, Martin; SCM Controller. 2015. Continuous communication.	  
Cederlöf, Joakim; Operational Purchaser. 2015. Continuous communication.	  
Elgh, Maire; Operational Purchaser. 2015. Continuous communication.	  
Johansson, Johanna; Operational Purchaser. 2015. Continuous communication.	  
Kubilay, Nuray; Operational Purchaser. 2015. Continuous communication.	  
Tennare, Karolina; Operational Purchaser. 2015. Continuous communication.	  
	  	  
People who were interviewed in order for the authors to understand the current situation at 
Robotics:	  
Ermanno, Alessandro; SCM Global Category Manager. 18-02-2015.	  
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Falk, Steeve, Global Manager Supplier Quality. 20-02-2015.	  
Gandolfi, Pier-Giorgo; SCM Global Category Manager. 23-02-2015.	  
Hammer, Linus; Production Engineer. 19-02-2015.	  
Larsson, Martin; Manager Production Planning. 13-02-2015.	  
Rylander, Dan; Manager Sales Support.19-02-2015.	  
	  	  

3.6.2 People Independent from ABB Robotics 

	  	  
The following people are suppliers that were interviewed in order for the authors to get data for 
the empiric’s chapter.	  
	  	  
Tier 1:	  
Johansson, Martin; Sales and Purchase Coordinator, CEPA. 06-03-2015.	  
Johansson, Roland; Managing Director, CEPA. 06-03-2015.	  
Jonsson, Rickard; Manager Sales and Marketing, Kablageproduktion AB. 03-03-2015.	  
Li, Leon; Account Manager, Enics Electronics (Beijing) Ltd. 30-03-2015.	  
Piva, Walter; Area Manager, Bufab Sweden. 31-03-2015.	  
Thuvander, Lars; Salesman , Bufab Sweden. 27-03-2015.	  
Vainlo, Kadri; Customer Support Officer, Enics Eesti AS. 07-04-2015.	  
	  	  
Tier 2:	  
Brehmer, Christoffer; Key Account Manager, Arcelor Mittal. 17-04-2015.	  
Caroline, Representative of Roger Shanghaico - Unknown position, Roger Shanghaico. 07-04-
2015.	  
Hero, Mats; Sales director, HEW-Kabel. 23-04-2015.	  
	  	  
The following people that were interviewed are representing the organizations that was 
benchmarked with Robotics:	  
Frostberg, Anders; Purchasing Manager, Volvo Cars. 22-04-2015.	  
Rydbeck, Helena; Director Supply Management, Bombardier. 09-04-2015.	  
Rådbo, Gunilla; Director Sourcing Excellence, Volvo Trucks. 21-04-2015.	  
Stenhagen, Fredrik; Manager Logistics Management Sourcing, Volvo Trucks. 06-05-2015.	  
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4 ABB Robotics 
	  	  
In order to pursue an analysis of the current state of Robotics and their supply chain and to give 
recommendations, it is important to have knowledge of the structure of the organization, their 
customers, processes and products. This will be presented in the following chapter.	  
	  	  

4.1 ABB Robotics and Their Products 
Robotics is responsible for developing, producing and marketing the industrial robots including 
control systems, software, arc welding products, motor packages and track motions. The 
production is an end assembling production, which means that the factories are not refining the 
purchased material any more than putting the material together into a finished product.	  
When a customer wants to order a robot for their industry, they can pick and choose how they 
would like their robot to function, and the amount of different combinations is in theory infinite. 
The robot cells has to include a robot (the body) and an electric cabinet (the brain), but can then 
be completed with added functions. Which functions depend on where and how the robot will be 
working. The most common usage areas of robots are welding, machinery, materials handling, 
packaging and assembling. The lead times that customer is seeing on robots is between four to 
six weeks. (ABB Intranet, 2015) (Jansson, Ronny, 2015)	  
	  	  
Below, two pictures of ABB Robotics products are shown. The first picture is on a large robot 
called IRB 6700 Lean ID. The second picture presents the smallest product, the IRB 120, 
together with an electric cabinet.	  

	  
	  	  
(ABB Intranet, 2015) 
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4.2 The Different Customer Segments 
Robotics has naturally different customers segments, which can be segmented into three groups, 
namely general industry, automotive industry and electronics industry (3C). The general industry 
can, for example, include companies from the local mechanical factory that orders a few robots 
to a bit bigger companies within the food industry that orders a thousand robots. This segment 
has approximately 45-50 % of the total demand. The second main customer segment that 
Robotics has is the automotive industry, for example BMW and Scania. This segment usually 
orders in batches (when they are investing in their production), with a volume up to 1000 of 
robots. Robotics is managing the volatile demand from this segment, but this is mainly due to 
that the automotive industry often plans their production and new product releases several years 
ahead.  Robotics usually gets information about the customers’ plans in advance and can thus 
plan their production accordingly. The last customer segment, 3C - for example Samsung, is at 
the moment complex to manage since the companies within this segment often wants thousands 
of robots on short lead time and at short notice. Firms within the 3C business are providing the 
market with new products continuously, for example new mobile telephones every year. This 
means that the firms needs to ramp up their production quickly, and are therefore in need of 
robots with short notice. (Rylander, Dan, 2015)	  
	  	  

4.3 Forecasting Customer Demand and Turning it Into a Purchasing Forecast 
Robotics has in general short lead times on industrial robots. This is mainly made possible by 
providing the suppliers with a forecast of the production volume. How the forecasting of 
customer demand and how it is turned into a purchasing forecast is important to understand since 
it affects the overall SCF at Robotics. This also lays the foundation of purchasing accuracy and 
the ability of getting the right material in time. This procedure is presented in Figure 4.1 below, 
and will thereafter be explained.

	  
	  	  
Figure 4.1 - Forecasting procedure at Robotics. 
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When a customer wants to buy a robot for their production, they usually order it from one of the 
53 sales office that is located around the world. The sales offices are also responsible for 
scanning the market for trends, which lays the foundation of the production forecasts that 
Robotics use. The sales support department at Robotics is thereafter consolidating the 
information from the sales offices, and scans the data for both short and long-term trends in 
demand volume, market trends and strategies, which is then converted into a forecast of planned 
invoices. This information is thereafter given to the planning department, which is responsible of 
turning the forecast into a production plan. The plan provides a forecast of how many of the 
different types that is being produced, which is based on historical data. The production plan of 
the different robots is thereafter scaled down to component level, which becomes the purchasing 
plan that is used by the supply department and Robotics suppliers. The purchasers buys material 
when the plan gives them the signal that today is the right time to by the material on the given 
lead time. The suppliers are able to see the forecast one-year ahead through the information hub 
between Robotics and its suppliers, called ASCC. ASCC provides information regarding ordered 
quantity, confirmed orders from suppliers, received orders at Robotics, and as mentioned, the 
forecast one year ahead. Since the sales support department scans the market continuously, the 
suppliers are getting new and more accurate information as the time passes, but the forecast is 
updated once a month.	  
The accuracy of the forecast is measured, and the aim is set to be 80 % accurate 3 months before 
invoicing. The forecast development in time is measured with M1 through M6, which is an 
indication on how accurate the forecast is. M1 is the latest update, one month ago, on the forecast 
volume and M6 is the 6-month-old forecast.	  
(Rylander, Dan, 2015) 

	  
Figure 4.2 - M2-M5 forecasts compared to actual production volume. 
	  	  
As seen in Figure 4.2, the forecasted demand is higher than the actual demand. Thus, Robotics 
and its suppliers are carrying more stock than needed, since both have to be sure that the 
forecasted demand is fulfilled.	  
	  	  

M2-‐M5	  VS.	  Actual	  produc-on	  volume	  

M2	  

M3	  

M4	  

M5	  

Actual	  
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4.4 The Supply Department 
 
The following section presents how the supply department at Robotics is structured. 

4.4.1 The Organization 
The supply department at Robotics consists of five separate groups, namely operational supply, 
global and local strategic supply and global and local supplier quality. This is visualized in 
Figure 4.3 below.	  
	  	  

	  
	  	  
Figure 4.3 - The organization of the supply department (Robotics Management System, 2015). 
	  	  

4.4.2 Operational Supply 
The operational supply is responsible to purchase material to the production and make sure that 
the material is in-house at the right time and in right quantity. The operational supply is also 
responsible of having the daily contact with the suppliers. Furthermore, the department 
continuously optimizes the delivery process, measure the suppliers’ delivery performances and 
run action programs on those suppliers that are not obtaining the delivery goals. (Robotics 
management system, 2015)	  
	  	  

4.4.3 Strategic Supply 
The global strategic supply develops long-term and short-term sourcing strategies for each 
category. The local strategic supply define requirement specifications, writes contract with the 
suppliers, performs the short-term strategies set up and maintains the relationship that creates 
prerequisites for goal fulfillment. The department is also responsible for summarizing the 
suppliers’ records and performances regularly. If a supplier is not fulfilling the requirements, the 
strategic purchasers are responsible for phasing out the supplier.  (Robotics Management System, 
2015)	  
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Supplier	  
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Global	  

Local	  
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Controller	  
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4.4.4 Supplier quality 
The main task of the global and local supplier quality is to assure that the material has the right 
quality. This is done by auditing new possible suppliers, handle supplier related quality 
inadequacies, measure the supplier quality performance and to pursue action programs against 
the suppliers that does not fulfill the requirement specifications. The global supplier quality 
works with quality in a more proactive manner, while the local supplier quality department is 
more reactive. (Robotics management system, 2015)	  
	  	  

4.4.5 KPIs (Key Performance Indexes) 
The KPIs that the supply department focuses on are Quality, Delivery Performance, Cost and 
Innovation and is shortened to QDCI. Quality is measured with PPM that stands for Parts Per 
Million, which gives an indication on how many faulty parts a supplier is delivering. The general 
requirement for a supplier is 500 PPM, rolling on 6 months. Delivery Performance is measured 
with OTD or On Time Delivery. This index measures how many deliveries that were delivered 
on time, aiming for 98 %. (Supplier’s Handbook Robotics, 2010)	  
Cost is measured by cost savings compared to the annual spending, while innovation is not 
measured in a specific way and is more of an requirement that Robotics is putting on the 
suppliers (Jansson, Ronny, 2015)	  
	  	  

4.5 The Categories 
The supply is divided into five categories, which are:	  
	  	  

1.   Cable and Harnesses	  
This category consists of cable and harnesses in various sizes. The suppliers in 
this category are located in Sweden, Eastern Europe and China. This category 
often handles customized materials. (Tennare, Karolina, 2015)	  

 	  
2.   Castings and Machining	  

The Castings part of this category includes processed castings of iron, steel and 
aluminum that are customized for Robotics. The suppliers can be found in 
Sweden, Europe and China. (Elgh, Maire, 2015). Machining includes sheet metal, 
mechanical components and welded gross constructions. Approximately 85 % of 
these products are standardized and 15 % is customized. The supplier base for 
these materials is distributed as following: 80 % in Sweden, 10 % in the rest of 
Europe and 10 % in Asia. (Axelsson, Kjell, 2015)	  

 	  
3.   PCBA incl. Drives	  

PCBA is an acronym for Printed Circuit Board Assembly. The material in this 
category includes mainly electronics but it also includes a certain amount of 
cables and software (i.e. licenses). The electronics contains of a large group of 
material, from a simple printed circuit board to the computer in the electric 
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cabinet. Almost all suppliers can be found in Europe but a few are located in Asia. 
(Cederlöf, Joakim, 2015)	  
 	  

4.   Standard and others	  
This category includes materials such as screws, nuts, cable-ties, oil/fat, sealing, 
layers and packaging materials. The material is mainly standardized. The main 
part of the suppliers in this category is located in Sweden but there are also some 
suppliers located in the rest of Europe, China and USA. (Johnsson, Johanna, 
2015)	  
 	  

 
 
5.   Gears and Motors	  

This category includes gears, motors and pinions. The supplier base in this 
category consists of four companies, which are located in China, Japan and USA. 
The products that are purchased from these suppliers are unique for Robotics. The 
lead-time on the material is long compared to material in other categories, since 
the products are complex. The products are purchased only on forecasts a long 
time in advance, which makes these products more difficult to manage. (Kubilay, 
Nuray, 2015)	  

	  	  

	  
Figure 4.4 - Supplier OTD per category group. Since the category Gears and Motors is at the moment 
having quality issues, Gears and Motors are divided into two curves. 
	  	  
In Figure 4.4 above, the different categories’ OTD is presented. As the reader can see, the 
category Motors has the lowest OTD. This is mainly due to that the products are complex and 
has therefore some quality issues. Some suppliers in this category are also having problems with 
capacity. The category with the highest OTD is PCBA incl. Drives. This is mainly due to that the 
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OTD	  in	  Total	   Motors	  	  
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electronics industry often has a high capacity in production, which makes it easier to deliver on 
time.	  
	  	  

	  
Figure 4.5 - Supplier Quality Performance (PPM), rolling 6 months, from December 2008 until now, per 
category group. 
  
In the Figure 4.5 above, the categories PPM is presented. As the reader can see, the category 
Cable and Harnesses and Motors is having troubles delivering the right quality at the moment.	  
	  	  

4.6 Flexibility Requirements on Suppliers 
Suppliers should, according to Robotics, have the ability to be flexible. The requirements that are 
put on suppliers are both long term and short term:	  
	  	  
The short-term flexibility for volume parts should be:	  

●     Next coming weeks forecast: +/- 100 % (buffer stock)	  
●     Next coming month forecast: +/- 50 % (increase of production and buffer stock)	  

The long-term flexibility for volume parts should be:	  
●     Plan of action and capability: Fast and cost-effective.	  
●     After three months forecast: +/- 50% (increase of production capacity)	  
●     After six months forecast: +/- 100% (increase of production capacity) (Supplier’s 

Handbook Robotics, 2010)	  
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5 Empirical Study - Flexibility of Suppliers 
 	  
The following chapter will present the SCF that Robotics is realizing. In order to understand and 
determine the flexibility of Robotics supply department, a study on the firm's critical suppliers 
has been made, which is presented below. The authors developed model lays the foundation of 
the study, where the chosen dimensions will be used to analyze the SCF of suppliers.	  
	  	  
The sections in this chapter begin with an overview of the chosen supplier. The flexibility for 
each category is thereafter represented by one supplier from that category. As mentioned in 
Chapter 3.1, the flexibility may be different for different products. A study on two or three 
articles from the suppliers has therefore been made. Factors that are affecting the flexibility are 
gathered in tables for every supplier and article. Having SCF is also dependent on the value 
chain network, and thus a study on a part of the supply network upstream is also presented. 
Thereafter are the suppliers’ possibilities and restraints, covering the flexibility dimensions and 
bottlenecks, presented.	  
	  	  

5.1 Cable and Harnesses 
The supplier that was chosen in the category Cable and Harnesses was Kablageproduktion AB, 
hereafter named K-Pro. To gather information about K-Pro, Rickard Jonsson (2015) was 
interviewed. The supplier is located not far from Robotics in Västerås and has 44 employees. All 
their products is designed and built accordingly to their customers design.	  
	  	  
The production is governed by a pull-strategy, which means that the articles are assembled to 
order. However, some articles to Robotics are assembled to forecast, since the company knows 
that these articles will be sold in the near future. Also, many of the products that is sold to 
Robotics is managed with projects, which means that these items are not included in the forecast 
and is purchased with a longer lead time. K-Pro sends out orders to their suppliers that are based 
on the forecast given from Robotics. 	  
	  	  
Forecasted articles are bought on a frequent basis and have therefore a flat demand. The articles 
that are project bound and customized to Robotics customers have a volatile demand. As 
previously stated, these are usually not forecasted, which can make the procurement of raw 
material difficult, but is compensated with a longer lead-time. Since the products at K-Pro can be 
divided into two segments, two articles has been chosen for a more thoroughly investigation; one 
article that is standardized at Robotics but still is customized for K-Pro and one article that is 
customized for a customer at Robotics (Dresspacks).	  
	  	  
The tables below are a result from the study on how the flexibility is affected, both positive and 
negative, for respective article. The overall study on flexibility of the dimensions chosen in the 
model can be found in Appendix B.	  
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Table 5.1 - Characteristics that affects the flexibility of the standardized article for Robotics. 
K-‐Pro	  Standardized	  article	  for	  Robotics	  

Volume	   Product	  Mix	   Delivery	   Sourcing	   Information	  system	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negativ
e	  

impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negati
ve	  

impact	  

Low	  
occupan
cy	  in	  

producti
on	  

Double	  
increase	  in	  
demand	  

Short	  
producti
on	  time	  

Customer	  
spec.	  

components	  -‐	  
no	  

components	  
communaliza

tion	  

Short	  
delivery	  
time	  

No	  
deliverie
s	  when	  
urgent	  

Low	  value	  
compone

nts	  
purchase

d	  
frequentl

y	  

No	  
strateg
y	  on	  
Multi-‐
sourcin

g	  

Communicat
ion	  

No	  
foreca
st	  to	  

supplie
rs	  

Capacity	  
in-‐house	  

Project-‐
based	  

order	  on	  
short	  lead	  

time	  

	  	   De-‐coupling	  
point	  at	  

production	  
start	  

Easy	  to	  
change	  
quantity	  
or	  date	  

	  	   	  High	  
value	  

compone
nts	  

purchase
d	  less	  

frequentl
y	  

Large	  
amount	  

of	  
supplier

s	  

	  	   	  	  

Stock	  
with	  

finished	  
goods	  

Long	  lead	  
time	  on	  
raw	  

material	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   Not	  
working	  

on	  
Supply	  
Flex	  in	  

a	  
proacti
ve	  way	  
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Table 5.2 - Characteristics that affects the flexibility of the customized for Robotics. 
K-‐Pro	  Customized	  article	  for	  Robotics	  (Dresspacks)	  

Volume	   Product	  Mix	   Delivery	   Sourcing	   Information	  system	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negativ
e	  impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negativ
e	  

impact	  

Possibilit
y	  of	  

producin
g	  in	  

smaller	  
batches	  

Custome
r	  specific	  

raw	  
material	  

Speed	  in	  
productio
n	  can	  be	  
ramped	  

up	  

Long	  start-‐
up	  time	  

Short	  
deliver
y	  time	  

No	  
deliverie
s	  when	  
urgent	  

Low	  value	  
component

s	  
purchased	  
frequently	  

No	  
strategy	  

on	  
Multi-‐
sourcing	  

Projects	  
discussed	  in	  
quartlerly	  
meetings	  

No	  
forecast	  

to	  
supplier

s	  

Safety	  
stock	  on	  
some	  
raw	  

materials	  

Long	  
lead	  

time	  on	  
raw	  

material	  

	  	   De-‐
coupling	  
point	  
when	  
order	  is	  
placed	  

Easy	  to	  
change	  
quantit
y	  or	  
date	  

	  	   	  High	  value	  
component

s	  
purchased	  

less	  
frequently	  

Many	  
supplier

s	  

Communicatio
n	  

	  	  

Stock	  
with	  

finished	  
goods	  

Expensiv
e	  raw	  

material	  
	  	   Article	  

type	  only	  
sold	  to	  
Robotics	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   Not	  
working	  

on	  
Supply	  
Flex	  in	  a	  
proactiv
e	  way	  

	  	   	  	  

	  	   Safety	  
stock	  on	  
some	  
raw	  

materials	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

	  	   Expensiv
e	  raw	  

material	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

	  	  
How is K-Pro managing a volatile demand?	  
K-Pro is easy to cope with when it comes to changing orders and delivery dates. If there is a 
sudden increase in demand on a certain type of product, K-Pro usually is able to change 
production schedule, so that the most urgent product will be delivered first. Since Robotics is a 
large customer to K-Pro, Robotics has power on this supplier, which can help increasing the 
flexibility when really needed. An increase of 100 % in volume demand in somewhat short 
notice is something that K-Pro is not handling at the time being. This is due to the fact that K-Pro 
is not able to communicate this to their suppliers in a pace that is sufficient.	  
The production capacity is enough to cope with the flexibility demands, at the time being. The 
amount of staff is flexible and the area in-house is good for an increase. But, since the products 
K-Pro offers are complex, the training of new staff is time consuming, which causes delays when 
there is a peak in demand.	  
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What is the current state of the flexibility in the five dimensions?	  
As stated in Table 5.2, K-Pro is able to increase flexibility in production when it comes to 
Dresspacks. Even though K-Pro offers flexibility in production, they seem to not have flexibility 
strategies in their purchasing strategies, which decreases flexibility in all dimensions. When it 
comes to Volume Flexibility, K-pro purchases the most critical raw material in batches, which 
has devastating effects if the raw materials is not enough to satisfy the demand or if the demand 
is too low. Volume Flexibility is enforced by the fact that K-Pro is carrying a small buffer stock 
of finished goods that are of high-volume character. The flexibility in the Product Mix dimension 
is not high, especially in customized products. Since K-Pro has tried to satisfy all of their 
customers without putting any requirements back, they are now dealing with many different 
suppliers, components and materials, which are affecting the flexibility.	  
When it comes to Delivery Flexibility, K-Pro is moderately flexible towards Robotics. The 
delivery dates are fairly easy to mix with, but comes with the penalty that other articles will be 
delayed. The deliveries are once a day, but K-Pro is not able to deliver twice a day or when an 
urgent need occurs, which decreases the total Delivery Flexibility.	  
Sourcing Flexibility is not high at K-Pro. Since they have different suppliers to different 
customers, the amount of suppliers is high which decreases the flexibility. Multi-sourcing is not 
something that K-Pro is using. No other activities are made in order to increase Sourcing 
Flexibility.	  
K-Pro shares information to their suppliers in the form of sharp orders, which decreases 
Information System Flexibility. The firm often purchases raw material before a sharp demand is 
shown in Robotics forecast, which also decreases the flexibility in Information System.	  
 	  
Which activities are done in order to solve the bottlenecks?	  
The biggest bottleneck is the customized raw cable, that is included in Dresspacks, with a lead 
time up to 14 weeks, which is difficult to manage when the actual lead time to Robotics is 
shorter and when Robotics’ customers requires a certain delivery date, often on too short lead 
time. This forces K-Pro to have safety stock on this type of material. The raw cable is usually 
expensive, which means that carrying a safety stock is costly. K-pro manage this bottleneck by 
having a decent amount of raw cable in stock, the quantity is based on historical ordered 
quantity, and by sharing the responsibility with Robotics. Communication with Robotics is 
important when it comes to customized projects and the information that is shared in meetings is 
valuable.	  
 	  
Which possibilities are there for improvements in both dimensions and bottlenecks?	  
Since K-pro has a great knowledge in their products, they are able to do more in-house. There 
are opportunities here to put some of the designing on to K-Pro, so that K-Pro can communalize 
and introduce postponement in their production. It could also lead to K-Pro finding the optimal 
supplier for them, which could decrease the complexity at K-pro and thus increase flexibility for 
Robotics. Actions in supplier development, which involves supply chain management and 
purchasing could be suitable. To increase Delivery Flexibility, Robotics should require all-day 
delivery possibility when needed. 	  
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5.1.1 The Network in the Category Cable and Harnesses 
	  
The Figure 5.1 below represents the network that is studied. As can be seen, Robotics represents 
a large part of K-Pro’s sales while K-Pro stands for a small part of Robotics spend.	  

	   	  
Figure 5.1 - The network of Cable and Harnesses. The sizes of the circles represent the turnover (or 
spend for Robotics) in relation to each other. The marked arch on the right in the circle of Robotics 
represents the total spend (under the year 2014) K-Pro represents. The other two arcs to the left in the 
circles of K-Pro and HEW-Kabel represent the sales to the chosen customer.  
	  	  
In order to get an understanding of the bottleneck, K-Pro’s supplier HEW-Kabel was contacted, 
which is a critical supplier of raw material. To gather information about HEW-Kabel, Mats Hero 
(2015) was interviewed. HEW-Kabel has a turnover of 560,5 MSEK and has 330 employees. K-
Pro stands for 0,5% of HEW-Kabel’s total sales. Furthermore, Hew-Kabel only receives sharp 
orders from K-Pro. This is something that decreases the Information System Flexibility. The 
main bottleneck at HEW-Kabel is their setup-time in the production. This is a bottleneck since 
HEW-Kabels’ core business is customized special cable and production of special cable implies 
production of short production series. The bottleneck is handled by constant production-and 
process development at HEW-Kabel.	  
This implies that an increased Product Mix Flexibility and Volume Flexibility would help in this 
matter. Investments in SCF are thus necessary in order to manage the bottleneck. 
 

5.2 Castings and Machining 

To investigate further in the category Castings and Machining the supplier CEPA Steeltech AB, 
hereafter named CEPA, was chosen. To gather information about CEPA, Roland Johansson and 
Martin Johansson (2015) was interviewed. CEPA is located in Höör, Sweden and has 110 
employees. The products that CEPA supplies to Robotics are Robotics unique and can mainly be 
divided into call-off articles and articles produced on order. Two thirds of the articles are call-
off, which is procured and produced on forecast. Furthermore, only 80 % of the forecasted 
volume is purchased by Robotics, which means that CEPA is constantly carrying an overstock.	  
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The tables below are a result from the study on how the flexibility is affected, both positive and 
negative, for respective article. The overall study on flexibility of the dimensions chosen in the 
model can be found in Appendix C.	  
	  	  
Table 5.3 - Characteristics that affects the flexibility of the standardized article for Robotics. 

CEPA	  Standardized	  article	  for	  Robotics	  (call-‐off)	  

Volume	   Mix	   Delivery	   Sourcing	   Information	  system	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negati
ve	  

impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Positiv
e	  

impact	  

Negati
ve	  

impact	  

Positiv
e	  

impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

High	  buffer	   Not	  
able	  to	  
cope	  
with	  
more	  
than	  
20	  %	  
change	  

Able	  to	  
do	  more	  
in-‐house	  

De-‐
coupling	  

at	  
productio
n	  start	  4	  
weeks	  
ahead	  

Short	  
deliver
y	  time	  

	  	   More	  
than	  
one	  
suppli
er	  

option	  

Robotics	  
has	  

requireme
nts	  on	  

suppliers	  

Hermes	   If	  forecast	  is	  
wrong	  

Making	  
own	  

assumption	  
and	  

changes	  in	  
forecast	  

Raw	  
materi
al	  

Able	  to	  
change	  
color	  
after	  

producti
on	  start	  

	  	   	   	  	   	  	   	  	   Communicati
on	  

Not	  writing	  
pallet	  labels	  

In-‐house	  
opportuniti

es	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   Communicati

on	  with	  more	  
players	  in	  the	  

network	  

	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   ASCC	  logs	  off	  
every	  fifteen	  
minutes	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   No	  forecast	  
to	  suppliers	  
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Table 5.4 - Characteristics that affects the flexibility of the customized for Robotics. 
CEPA	  Customized	  article	  (Order-‐article)	  

Volume	   Mix	   Delivery	   Sourcing	   Information	  system	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negativ
e	  

impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Positiv
e	  

impac
t	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Positiv
e	  

impac
t	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

In-‐house	  
opportuniti

es	  

Decrea
se	  in	  
deman

d	  

Able	  to	  
do	  more	  
in-‐house	  

De-‐
coupling	  
point	  
when	  

purchasin
g	  raw	  

material.	  

Short	  
delive
ry	  

time	  

To	  
customiz
e	  more	  
and	  

outsourci
ng	  of	  

processes	  
on	  item	  

More	  
than	  
one	  
suppli
er	  

option	  

Robotics	  
has	  

requireme
nts	  

suppliers	  

Communicati
on	  

If	  forecast	  is	  
wrong	  

	   Raw	  
materi
al	  

Able	  to	  
change	  
color	  
after	  

producti
on	  start	  

To	  
customize	  
more	  and	  
outsourci
ng	  of	  

processes	  
on	  item	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   Not	  writing	  
pallet	  labels	  

	  	   Not	  
able	  to	  
cope	  
with	  
more	  
than	  20	  

%	  
change	  

	  	   Long	  set-‐
up	  time	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   Communicati
on	  with	  

more	  players	  
in	  the	  

network	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   ASCC	  logs	  off	  
every	  ten	  
minutes	  

	  	  
How is CEPA managing a volatile demand?	  
CEPA is a company that Robotics has a good communication and trust to. This makes 
negotiation and handling orders more easy and flexible than with others.	  
CEPA can handle an increase/decrease in volume demand with about 20 % in somewhat short 
notice. Beyond that, CEPA will have troubles with their suppliers since an increase in demand 
will lead to them being short in raw material or having a too large stock. CEPA handles the 
volatile demand curve by recalculating Robotics forecast, where CEPA’s historical numbers 
takes into account. This is because of the fact that CEPA only produces the call-off articles on 
forecast, so they have to make their own assumptions in order to trust the forecast.	  
 	  
What is the current state of the flexibility in the five dimensions?	  
CEPA is at the moment going through a major investment in their production facility, which will 
increase the possible flexibility. The call-off articles are flexible towards Robotics, since the lead 
times are two days. CEPA usually carries one-week consumption on these articles, which leads 
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to that Robotics can increase volume with 100 % one week if needed, which also is a 
requirement from Robotics side. When Robotics is ordering articles that are not call-off articles, 
the lead-time is heavily increased and the flexibility is thereby decreased. The possible Volume 
Flexibility could be questioned. Once the production is ramped up the firm is not facing any 
bigger problems, but a decrease in volume will immediately lead to higher prices – which can be 
interpreted as zero flexibility in volume decrease.	  
Product Mix Flexibility is not high since once the order is in queue to production, it cannot be 
changed.	  
The Delivery Flexibility that CEPA has is high. If any material is urgent, Robotics is usually 
offered express deliveries. In addition to this, CEPA has the stock with finished goods that they 
could deliver if Robotics has a high demand, which increases the delivery flexibility.	  
CEPA has a goal of using at least two suppliers on the raw material, and does this with the 80/20 
Pareto Law – 80 % is purchased from one supplier and 20 % from another. Multi-sourcing is 
important for increasing Sourcing Flexibility, but one cannot count on that the power a firm has 
will always solve issues with suppliers. The Sourcing Flexibility is therefore moderate.	  
CEPA communicates their demand to their suppliers by using sharp orders, which decreases the 
Information System Flexibility. Since the forecast usually is not completely correct, the 
probability of ordering wrong material is high.	  
 	  
Which activities are done in order to solve the bottlenecks?	  
The major bottleneck at CEPA that can arise is being short in raw material - and most critical 
sheet metal. Therefore, CEPA is highly dependent on fairly correct forecasts to make accurate 
assumptions regarding raw steel consumption. The company manages this bottleneck by carrying 
extra stock, which comes with extra costs. They are also having back-up suppliers that could 
provide extra material when needed.	  
	  	  
Which possibilities are there for improvements (in both dimensions and bottlenecks)?	  
The facility that CEPA is operating in has a capacity for more production, which makes it 
possible for CEPA to increase the amount of work on the product before it is delivered. This 
would increase the Production Mix Flexibility for Robotics since more steps are done 
somewhere else and CEPA has more power over communalization of components and 
postponements of article attributes. CEPA has also knowledge that could be used to making 
drawings and design in-house. Since CEPA is producing fairly non-complex products, it could 
be a good relief on Robotics if CEPA could do their own drawings. This could also lead to that 
CEPA optimizes their production in a larger scale than today. It has also been shown that CEPA 
delivers to K-Pro, which is a supplier to Robotics as well. In order to be truly flexible, the whole 
network needs to be taken into account. If Robotics requires more volume from both CEPA and 
K-Pro, CEPA could get a double increase in volume.	  Another possible improvement is managing 
the network regarding CEPA and K-Pro in a better way, since it could affect Robotics on a large 
scale. Instead of having two-way communication, it could be possible to have real-time three-
way communication between the players in the network, since the suppliers are both critical.	  

5.2.1 The Network in the Category Castings and Machining 
The Figure 5.2 below visualizes the small part of the network that has been studied. This network 
figure is not completely accurate, since the Tier 2 supplier Arcelor Mittals only provided 
information regarding their total sales to CEPA in percentage. The total turnover of the firm 
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Arcelor Mittal was instead looked up. Hence, the sales percentage might be for one division or 
country of Arcelor Mittal, while the turnover is for entire Arcelor Mittal.	  

	   	  
	  
Figure 5.2 - The network of Castings and Machining. The sizes of the circles represent the turnover (or 
spend for Robotics) in relation to each other. The marked arch on the right in the circle of Robotics 
represents the total spend (under the year 2014) to CEPA. The other two arcs to the left in the circles of 
CEPA and Arcelor Mittal represent the sales to the chosen customer.  
	  	  
One supplier that delivers the raw material, sheet metal on roll, to CEPA is Arcerol Mittal BE 
Group, located in Karlstad, Sweden. To gather information about Arcelor Mittal, Christoffer 
Brehmer (2015) was interviewed. Arcerol Mittal operates as a hub and is carrying stock on sheet 
metal.	  
1,4 % of Arcerol Mittal’s sales goes to CEPA. The actual lead-time on the products that CEPA 
procures from this supplier is 10-12 weeks. The biggest bottleneck at Arcelor Mittal is delays of 
raw material, which is managed by carrying a safety stock. Arcelor Mittal procures the raw 
material through a platform, which allocates the orders to different steelworks. Contact 
information to representatives to the platforms and information regarding how this functions is 
not given by the contact person at Arcelor Mittal. The transparency can therefore be questioned 
and no further study on the bottleneck can be performed.	  

5.3 PCBA inclusive Drives 
For further investigation in the category PCBA incl. Drives, the supplier Enics was chosen. Enics 
has plants in China, Estonia, Slovakia, Switzerland, Finland and Sweden (Enics, 09-05-2015). 
Robotics purchases most of the material from the production facilities in China and Estonia, thus 
these two supplier plants were chosen. Enics Electronics (Beijing) Ltd in China has 650 
employees and Enics Eesti AS in Estonia has 700 employees, hereafter named Enics China and 
Enics Estonia. To gather information about Enics China, Leon Li (2015) was interviewed and to 
gather information about Enics Estonia, Kadri Vainlo was interviewed. All products that both 
plants deliver to Robotics are Robotics unique.	  
	  	  
The tables below are a result from the study on how the flexibility is affected, both positive and 
negative, for respective article. The overall study on flexibility of the dimensions chosen in the 
model can be found in Appendix D.	  
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Table 5.5. - Characteristics that affect the flexibility of the article form Enics China. 

Enics	  Standardized	  article	  for	  Robotics	  (China)	  

Volume	   Product	  Mix	   Delivery	   Sourcing	   Information	  system	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Flat	  
demand	  

Low	  
capacity	  

due	  to	  ABB	  
equipment	  
demands	  

	  	   Decoupling	  
point	  when	  
production	  
schedule	  is	  
determined	  

	   Inaccurate	  
forecast	  

Robotics	  
has	  

appointed	  
most	  of	  
the	  

sources	  

Single-‐
sourcing	  

Products	  
are	  

traceable	  
back	  to	  

production	  
and	  

suppliers	  

ASCC	  
working	  
slow	  in	  
China	  

Optimal	  
batches	  

The	  output	  
volume	  
can't	  be	  
changed	  
48	  hours	  
before	  

production	  
start	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   Hard	  to	  
decrease	  
lead	  times	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

	  	   Inaccurate	  
forecast	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   Long	  
delivery	  
time,	  

shipping	  
by	  sea	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

	  	  
Table 5.6 - Characteristics that affects the flexibility of the article form Enics Estonia. 

Enics	  Standardized	  article	  for	  Robotics	  (Estonia)	  

Volume	   Product	  Mix	   Delivery	   Sourcing	   Information	  system	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Batches	   Does	  not	  
hold	  a	  
buffer	  

	  	   Order	  
cannot	  be	  
changed	  
72	  hours	  
before	  

production	  
start	  

	  	   Forecast	  
too	  low	  

Some	  
Multi-‐
sourcing	  

	  	   Products	  
are	  

traceable	  
back	  to	  

production	  

Products	  
and	  

material	  
is	  only	  

traceable	  
to	  some	  
suppliers	  

	  	   Inaccurate	  
forecast	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   Are	  not	  
working	  
actively	  
with	  

shortening	  
lead	  times	  
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How is Enics managing a volatile demand?	  
The category PCBA incl. Drives has the highest OTD of the five categories, which indicates on 
that PCBA is managing changes in demand in a good way. Both Enics Estonia and Enics China 
is following the trend for the category with a small amount of late deliveries. Hence, the volatile 
demand that they are realizing today is not a big problem for this firm, according to the 
information from Enics representatives. But there are some troubles in the network, which can 
cause problem in the future if the demand changes more frequently. Enics China can not handle 
any larger increases in volume demand since the capacity in-house is low, which is caused by the 
instruments that Robotics requires Enics to use. Since Robotics has only a couple of percent of 
Enics sales, major changes in demand could thus be seen as small changes for Enics, which 
affects Enics flexibility towards Robotics in a positive way. But having a small portion of the 
total sales could imply that Robotics could end up in an event where an increase is not prioritized 
by Enics.	  
 	  
What is the current state of the flexibility in the five dimensions?	  
The Volume Flexibility is determined by the Robotics’ equipment that Enics uses in their 
production. An increase is thereby determined by the capacity restraints. A decrease in volume 
causes too high inventory, but is not seen as a problem since Robotics is a fairly small customer. 
The Volume Flexibility is moderately high.	  
The articles that Robotics is purchasing from Enics are standardized for Robotics’ products, with 
no other customizations. Thus, Enics has the possibility to standardize and postpone. The 
production schedule is set when purchase orders are incoming, and for one type of article it 
means that the schedule will be set ten days (purchased from Estonia) before delivery date, 
which gives a high flexibility in Product Mix.	  
The Delivery Flexibility is different for Estonia and China, due to the location. But since the 
capacity is generally high, the quantity being delivered can be changed easily with a smaller 
flexibility in changing delivery dates.	  
Enics has strategies regarding multi-sourcing and uses it for a small part of Robotics articles. 
Since all of the articles that Enics is producing for Robotics is standardized, and is in fact only a 
small amount of articles, the Sourcing Flexibility could be higher.	  
Enics uses the forecast that is given in a wide range, in order to have shorter lead-times. If the 
forecast is changing it will cause some troubles. Another important issue in this dimension is the 
willingness of information sharing. As stated, the willingness could be as important as the 
connectivity of two companies in order to increase flexibility. Hence, the Information System 
Flexibility is seen as low by the authors.	  
 	  
Which activities are done in order to solve the bottlenecks?	  
The major bottleneck is Enics suppliers and the raw material. When there is a major change in 
demand the supplier is not able to provide Enics with the raw material. This is caused by 
information not being implemented properly, i.e. the suppliers are realizing a Bullwhip-effect. 
Hence, the Information System needs to be improved in order for this category to increase 
flexibility that will be required in the future.	  
 	  
Which possibilities are there for improvements in both dimensions and bottlenecks?	  
As stated above, the information system needs to be improved. Enics can be seen as a flexible 
organization since their OTD is high, but the question regarding what will happen when the 
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fluctuations in demand will be too large remains. When the demand will be too large and the 
capacity is to narrow, Robotics needs to put effort in this supplier in order to increase flexibility. 
Robotics is a small customer to Enics, which seems to be the major fact that the willingness to 
Robotics is small.	  
	  	  

5.3.1 The Network in the Category PCBA inclusive Drives 
Figure 5.3 below represents the small study of the network in this category. Of Robotics total 
spend 2014, 0,4% went to Enics China and 0,3% to Enics Estonia. This network figure is not 
completely accurate since Enics Estonia and China only provided information regarding their 
total sales to Robotics in percentage and did not submit turnover. Hence, the sales percentage 
represents Enics Estonia and Enics China while the turnover is for the entire firm (the size of the 
circle compared to the sizes of Robotics and Roger Shanghaico’s circles).	  
	  	  

	  
Figure 5.3 - The network of PCBA incl. Drives. The sizes of the circles represent the turnover (or spend 
for Robotics) in relation to each other. The dark grey arch in the circle represents Enics China and the 
light grey represents Enics Estonia. The marked arch on the right in the circle of Robotics represents the 
total spend (under the year 2014) to Enics. The other two arcs to the left in the circles of Enics and Roger 
Shanghaico represent the sales to the chosen customer. The spend to Rubycon has not been given. 
	  	  
One of the most critical supplier and bottleneck for Enics China is Roger Shanghaico, which 
supplies Enics China with electrolytic capacitors and has an actual lead-time of 60 days. To 
gather information about Roger Shanghaico, the company representative (2015) was interviewed. 
The bottleneck occurs due to insufficient logistic agreements and an inflexible organization that 
cannot handle too big fluctuations in customer demand. Roger Shanghaico has 83 employees and 
1% of their sales go to Enics China. It could be of use to know that ABB is also a customer to 
Roger Shanghaico.	  
	  	  
As mentioned above, Roger Shanghaico supplies Enics China with electrolytic capacitors where 
Roger Shanghaico is experiencing that the major bottleneck occurs when the raw material 
supplier Rubycon cannot deliver in time. This is caused by Rubycon is at the moment developing 
their products and material to become more environmentally conscious. Furthermore, Enics 
China is forecasting their demand to Roger Shanghaico and if an order changes, this is being 
communicated with e-mail to Roger Shanghaico, which in their turn communicates this to 
Rubycon. If the change is an increase in volume this may cause a greater impact on Rubycon 
than it does on Roger Shanghaico, i.e. this can be seen as a bullwhip effect.	  
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5.4 Standard and others 
To investigate the flexibility in the category Standard and others the supplier Bufab Sweden was 
chosen, located in Värnamo, Sweden. To gather information about Bufab Sweden, Lars 
Thuvander (2015) was interviewed. The organization Bufab Sweden has approximately 90 
employees. Approximately 50 % of the articles are customized for Robotics and the other half is 
standardized for the market. Bufab mostly purchases finished articles and acts as a hub, but they 
also have their own production. Bufab’s own production is profitable when the batches are small; 
otherwise it is more profitable to purchase the material from Asia.	  
Many of the articles that Bufab is purchasing from Asia have a lead-time on seven months and 
the lead-time from Bufab to Robotics is only a couple of days. Therefore, forecasts and order 
statistics is widely used. The yearly forecast accuracy is 70 %, which forces Bufab to carry an 
overstock.	  
	  	  
Shortening lead-times is tricky in this type of industry and is today only a question of money, 
since it is the shortening of the delivery time that is the most effective. The deliveries from China 
are by sea, which takes approximately 10 weeks.	  
	  	  
The tables below are a result from the study on how the flexibility is affected, both positive and 
negative, for respective article. The overall study on flexibility of the dimensions chosen in the 
model can be found in Appendix E.	  
	  
Table 5.7 - Characteristics that affects the flexibility of the standardized article for the market. 

Bufab	  Standardized	  article	  for	  the	  market	  

Volume	   Product	  Mix	   Delivery	   Sourcing	   Information	  system	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negativ
e	  impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negativ
e	  impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Standardize
d	  article	  for	  
the	  market	  

Forecast	  
not	  

correct	  

Can	  be	  
purchase
d	  from	  
Europe	  

Decouplin
g	  point	  12	  
weeks	  
ahead	  

Can	  be	  
purchase
d	  from	  
Europe	  

Long	  
lead	  
times	  

Bufab	  is	  
multi-‐
sourcin

g	  

	  	   Knowledg
e	  about	  
forecast	  
not	  being	  
correct	  

Inconsisten
t	  

informatio
n	  system	  
between	  
different	  
ABB	  

companies	  

Can	  be	  
purchased	  

from	  
Europe	  

If	  stock-‐
out,	  

capacity	  
is	  low	  

	  	   	  	   Short	  
delivery	  
time	  if	  
needed	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

Carrying	  
safety	  stock	  

Long	  lead	  
times	   	  	   	  	   Carrying	  

safety	  
stock	  
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Table 5.8 - Characteristics that affects the flexibility of the standardized article for Robotics. 

Bufab	  Standardized	  article	  for	  Robotics	  

Volume	   Product	  Mix	   Delivery	   Sourcing	   Information	  system	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Carrying	  
safety	  
stock	  

Forecast	  
not	  being	  
correct	  

	  	   Decoupling	  
point	  12	  
weeks	  
ahead	  

Carrying	  
safety	  
stock	  

Long	  
lead	  
times	  

Bufab	  is	  
multi-‐

sourcing	  

Robotics	  
needs	  to	  
confirm	  
Tier	  2	  
supplier	  

Knowledg
e	  about	  
forecast	  
not	  being	  
correct	  

Inconsisten
t	  

information	  
system	  
between	  
different	  
ABB	  

companies	  

Can	  be	  
purchase
d	  from	  
Europe	  

Long	  lead-‐
times	  

	  	   Restriction
s	  on	  

suppliers	  

Can	  be	  
purchase
d	  from	  
Europe	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

	  	   If	  stock-‐
out,	  

capacity	  is	  
low	  

	  	   Coating	  is	  
done	  in-‐
house	  

Short	  
delivery	  
time	  if	  
needed	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

	  	  
	  	  
	  	  
Table 5.9 - Characteristics that affects the flexibility of the customized article for Robotics. 

Bufab	  Customized	  article	  

Volume	   Product	  Mix	   Delivery	   Sourcing	   Information	  system	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Positive	  
impact	  

Negative	  
impact	  

Screening	  
historical	  
data	  

Forecast	  
not	  
being	  
correct	  

Decoupling	  
point	  1-‐2	  
weeks	  
ahead	  

	  	   Carrying	  
safety	  
stock	  

	  	   Bufab	  is	  
single-‐
sourcing	  

Robotics	  
needs	  to	  
confirm	  
Tier	  2	  
supplier	  

Good	  
relationshi

p	  

Inconsisten
t	  

information	  
system	  
between	  
different	  
ABB	  

companies	  

Carrying	  
safety	  
stock	  

	  	   	  	  

	  	  

Short	  lead	  
time,	  

purchased	  
in	  Italy	  
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How is Bufab managing a volatile demand?	  
Changes in demand can have large consequences. As mentioned above, the lead-time from 
Robotics to Bufab is only a couple of days, but the lead-time that Bufab has to their suppliers can 
be as high as 7 months. During this time gap, a lot of changes can occur in the forecasted 
demand. This forces Bufab to make their own assumptions regarding the forecast and purchases 
accordingly. If the purchased materials are not enough, Bufab are able to purchase material from 
Europe, where it is more expensive, which can cause financial damage. Bufab is always carrying 
a stock of finished goods, which makes a smaller change in demand fairly easy to manage. If an 
item is critical, and that item is standardized, Bufab often has that article in stock. When an item 
is customized, it often has a special coating on a standardized article. The coating of the article 
could be done in Europe or in Sweden, which makes it flexible, but it will take some time to 
produce the finished goods.	  
 	  
What is the current state of the flexibility in the five dimensions?	  
The Volume Flexibility is high on the articles, given that it lies in the range of the ordered 
material. If the volume is more than forecasted and ordered by Bufab, flexibility could be high 
with support from Europe, but comes with a high cost, which indicates on lower flexibility.	  
The Product Mix Flexibility depends on article type. The standardized articles go in series of 
production, typically six times per year. But this type of article does not require flexibility in this 
dimension since it is standardized on the whole market. When it comes to customized articles it 
is usually the coating that is specialized, which makes the Product Mix Flexibility high, since 
which coating that is used can be decided later in the scheme.	  
The Delivery Flexibility from Bufab to Robotics is high. The deliveries are frequent and if there 
is an urgent need, Bufab makes sure that Robotics gets it as soon as possible by putting the 
articles in a messenger’s car. The communication between Robotics and Bufab is good, which 
makes Bufab easy to cope with. Thus, the delivery dates can be changed if needed. But the 
flexibility of deliveries from Bufab suppliers is worse. Shipping by sea and producing an item six 
times per year makes the deliveries un-flexible.	  
Bufab acts on a market that has many suppliers available. For the standardized articles, Bufab 
uses multi sourcing and buys from where it is the cheapest; the Sourcing Flexibility is therefore 
high. The customized article is usually single sourced, since Robotics has to approve the 
supplier.	  
The Information System Flexibility that Bufab is realizing is not in a good place since they can’t 
trust the forecast and hence needs to make further assumptions. Bufab places real orders to the 
suppliers, which means that no forecast is communicated.	  
 	  
Which activities are done in order to solve the bottlenecks?	  
The largest bottleneck that Bufab is facing is the lead-time (read delivery time) from Asia and 
that the forecast is not correct. Bufab deals with this bottleneck by purchasing more volume than 
forecasted and purchase material from Europe when needed.	  
 	  
Which possibilities are there for improvements in both dimensions and bottlenecks?	  
If Bufab could find a way of purchasing all of their materials from Europe to the same total cost 
as in Asia, the lead-time would be cut by at least 10 weeks. This would increase flexibility in 
Volume, Product Mix, Delivery and Sourcing. A solution like this would also be positive to the 
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forecast, since Bufab would have the possibility to place orders later in time, where the forecast 
would probably be more accurate.	  
Another possibility for improvement is sending out forecast to Bufab’s suppliers. If the company 
could find a suppliers that could produce to forecast a great amount of flexibility would be 
gained.	  
The Information System Flexibility has some possible improvements, for example having the 
same system for ABB-companies. This would increase the flexibility for Bufab, since it will be 
easier to rotate staff and keeping up the pace during for example summer vacation.	  
	  	  

5.4.1 The Network in the Category Standards and Others 
	  	  
Figure 5.4 below represents the network that was studied in this category. As can be seen, Bufab 
stands for a small part of Robotics total spend. 	  
	  	  
	  	  

	   	  
	  
Figure 5.4 - The network of Standards and Others. The sizes of the circles represent the turnover (or 
spend for Robotics) in relation to each other. The marked arch on the right in the circle of Robotics 
represents the total spend to Bufab. The other arch to the left in the circle of Bufab represents the sales to 
the Robotics.  
	  	  
In order to do a more comprehensive study on the bottleneck mentioned above, the critical 
supplier FWU KUANG Enterprises co., ltd. was contacted several times, but with no response.	  
	  	  

5.5 Gears and Motors 
Suppliers of this network was contacted but with no response or willingness to share information 
regarding their SCF and bottlenecks due to sensitive information.	  
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6 How Others Manage Supply Chain Flexibility 
	  	  
In the following chapter, the benchmarking study is presented. The chapter begins with a short 
explanation on the quantitative measurement on SCF followed by a presentation and analysis on 
the SCF of the chosen benchmarking firms.	  
	  	  
Robotics is a global organization with global customers, sourcing and manufacturing. With an 
environment characterized by increasing uncertainties and with customers that puts higher 
requirements than before, supply chain flexibility is crucial to stay competitive. How other firms 
and industries are achieving supply chain flexibility is therefore interesting. The firms that are 
included in the benchmarking are chosen for their global organization, product complexity and 
variation in demand. The differences in supply chain flexibility between Robotics and respective 
firm are studied in order to produce relevant, effective strategies, solutions and improvements in 
SCF for Robotics.	  

6.1 Quantitative Measurement of Supply Chain Flexibility 
A secondary aim of this study is to provide Robotics with a comparison on SCF. This has been 
pursued, and is explained in a thorough way in the sections 6.2-6.4. However, the authors find it 
interesting to do a quantitative measurement and comparison on SCF, and believe that it is useful 
to Robotics as well since it is possible to visualize the measurement. It is important to point out 
that the measurement is subjective and the scores are given from the authors knowledge of the 
firms. This implies that the measurement is not scientifically correct or definite. The 
measurement is intended to provide Robotics with guidelines and should hence be interpreted as 
an approximate picture of each firm's flexibility. The measurement together with an explanation 
of the scale can be found in Appendix F Supply Chain Flexibility Measurement of the 
Benchmarking Firms. 	  
	  	  
The measurement is based on questions asked during the interviews and on the authors 
developed model, which includes the dimensions Volume Flexibility, Product Mix Flexibility, 
Delivery Flexibility, Sourcing Flexibility and Information System Flexibility. The scores have 
been set from 1 point to 5 points. The measurement in detail can be found in Appendix F.	  
 
The following figure presents the different SCF-scores, with a comparison to each other.	  
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Figure 6.1 - SCF-measurement on all firms that are included in the benchmarking study. The blue curve 
represents Robotics SCF-measurement.	  
	  	  
As the reader can see, Volvo Cars has the highest flexibility, based on the chosen model. The 
following table shows the total SCF-score of all firms included in the study:	  
	  	  
Table 6.1 - Total SCF-score of the firms included in the benchmarking. 

Robotics	   Bombardier	   Volvo	  Trucks	   Volvo	  Cars	  

3,02	   2,22	   3,58	   3,88	  

  

6.2 Bombardier 

Bombardier is a worldwide company that manufactures trains and aircrafts. The benchmarking 
of Bombardier is delimited to the division in Västerås, which is manufacturing propulsion 
systems for trains, hereafter named PPC. To gather information about Bombardier, Helena 
Rydbeck (2015) was interviewed. PPC has around 850 employees and has a turnover of 30 
MSEK. The manufacturing is project based and the production facility is only assembling to 
order. Their demand curve mainly follows the state of the market, but since PPC’s customers 
have characteristics of rescheduling (pausing) or changing orders, often with short notice, the 
demand curve varies more. The characteristic of PPC’s customers’ leads to that PPC is 
experiencing a bullwhip-effect, which affects their suppliers.	  
 	  
The SCF-measurement is visualized in the figure below. The total SCF-score is 2,22.	  
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Figure 6.2 - SCF-measurement of Bombardier. 
 	  

6.2.1 Supply Chain Flexibility at Bombardier 
PPC are using the concept “bypass” material for some of their components. The material is 
designed and managed by them but is delivered directly from their supplier to their customer. 
This increases the Delivery Flexibility and Product Mix Flexibility, since it decreases the lead-
time and postpones the decoupling point. Thus “bypass” material can be a suitable strategy for 
other firms as well. To fully gain the positive effects of “bypass” material, a functional 
information system between supplier and manufacturing firm is needed in order to get 
information regarding where the “bypass” material is and where it should be. The idea of 
“bypass” material is something that Robotics could get influences from. It is a moderate change 
that would increase Robotics space in-house, decrease inventory levels and decrease lead-time 
on the specific component and the robot.	  
	  	  
PPC´s sourcing strategy is to consolidate the supplier base. By doing this, PPC is experiencing a 
closer connection to their suppliers, which increases the Sourcing Flexibility. The study at 
Robotics showed that they are consolidating their supplier base at the moment.	  
	  	  

6.3 Volvo Trucks 
Volvo Trucks is included in Volvo Group, which operates globally. Volvo Group has a turnover 
of 273 BSEK and a total of 110 000 employees. (Volvo Group, 2013) To gather information 
about Volvo Trucks, Gunilla Rådbo (2015) and Fredrik Stenhagen (2015) was interviewed. The 
demand curve that Volvo Trucks is experiencing follows the state of the market, and can thereby 
variate. The production facility in Gothenburg is assembling to order.	  
 	  
 
 
The SCF-measurement is visualized in the figure below. The total SCF-score is 3,58.	  
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Figure 6.3 - SCF measurement on Volvo Trucks. 
 	  

6.3.1 Supply Chain Flexibility at Volvo Trucks 
The supply organization at Volvo Trucks was reorganized in 2012. This resulted in Volvo 
Trucks’ supply organization was merged with Volvo Powertrain’s (that produces motors to 
Volvo Group) supply organization, and became three sections. Two of the section represents 
suppliers who are specific to Volvo Trucks and Powertrain, and one section for common 
suppliers. The perks of having a consolidated, centralized supply organization are economies of 
scale and better supplier relationships. Also, with a centralized supply organization the 
competence and the processes of both organizations are gathered. This gives a positive effect on 
the Sourcing Flexibility since there is a clear strategy and design for sourcing. It also brings an 
indirect positive effect on Information System Flexibility, since the communication is simplified. 
A centralized supply is something that can be considered by other organizations in order to gain 
negotiating power, since the firm has a bigger part of the suppliers’ sales. The firm may get 
prioritized in a greater extent than before if there is an increase in demand and can negotiate 
better flexible contracts. Hence, a successful consolidation contributes to flexibility in 
Information System, Sourcing and Volume. A centralized supply organization is a suggestion 
that Robotics could analyze more. As mentioned before, ABB is a world leading company with 
five different global divisions. The division of discrete automation and motion, which Robotics 
belongs to, are likely to have common suppliers. Thus, a centralized supply organization for 
Robotics and other firms within the division should be further investigated to gain the perks of a 
centralized purchasing structure.	  
	  	  
When Volvo Trucks is evaluating a new supplier they are, among other things, evaluating direct 
and hidden costs. Prioritizing flexibility can sometimes imply higher direct costs but will lessen 
the hidden costs. It is easy to focus on the direct costs since they are visible, but the hidden costs 
are just as important in order to optimize both financial performance and non-financial 
performance of the manufacturing firm, which should be used by Robotics as well.	  
	  	  
Volvo Trucks’ strategy regarding sourcing is to have one supplier for each component to the 
largest extent as possible. The only time Volvo Trucks has multi-sourcing is if the country origin 
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of the customer has local content demands. According to Volvo Trucks, validating an extra 
supplier is usually too expensive and it is more cost efficient to reactively handle a problem 
when it occurs. When the supply department chooses a supplier, the supplier is seen as a business 
partner “for life”. Volvo Trucks is using suppliers that are able to manufacture as many of the 
different models of one component as possible, for example cabins. This strategy increases the 
quality of the relationship and the Sourcing Flexibility. If the single sourcing strategy is 
profitable for other manufacturing companies depends on the products offered and therefore 
further analyze has to be made by the firm. Connecting to Robotics, this is in line with their 
ongoing consolidation of suppliers, and strategic business partners already exist. Whether it is 
profitable for Robotics to single source or dual source depends the component and if one supplier 
is capable of fully taking responsibility for a component, as with Volvo Trucks’ cabin example.	  
	  	  
Volvo Trucks outsources a big part of their product development and design to their suppliers, 
which is a strategically decision that empowers the suppliers and increases Product Mix 
Flexibility, which enables Volvo Trucks to focus on their core competence.	  
Another strategy that empowers suppliers of Volvo Trucks is that they let the Tier 1 suppliers 
take full responsibility of Tier 2 suppliers. This gives Tier 1 suppliers the opportunity to optimize 
their supply chain and thereby SCF is gained. Empowering the suppliers, both by involving the 
suppliers in design and give more responsibility to Tier 1 suppliers, is a strategy that are 
applicable to Robotics. However, the industry that Robotics acts on differs from the automotive 
industry, where the industry of Robotics is still growing and is not as mature. The supply 
network may have more knowledge regarding quality and such, which enables the suppliers to 
take on more responsibility. Robotics could outsource the designing of some standard and 
nonstandard components to suppliers, as long as they still is designing the competitive advantage 
components for themselves.	  
	  	  
Volvo Trucks is putting a great amount of importance in forecasting accuracy. Having a high 
forecast accuracy minimizes the Bullwhip effect and is of extra importance because; of the high 
level of customization, help to suppliers and to satisfy the customers. A high forecast accuracy 
creates trust and enhanced relationships. This implies that manufacturing firms with a high level 
of customization and variations in volume should focus on a high forecast accuracy, including 
Robotics.	  
	  	  
Volvo Trucks does not commit to purchase any given volume, which increases the Volume 
Flexibility. But as stated above, the supplier is seen as a business partner and if the supplier at 
some point can not handle the fluctuations, Volvo Trucks supports the supplier. Not committing 
to any volume will increase the flexibility for most firms. If this is possible to pursue depends on 
the industry and organization. Once again, the industry of automotive is mature and this type of 
contracts can be seen as standard business practice. This is probably not the case for the 
automation industry, but as the industry and Robotics grows, these types of contracts may 
become a standard business practice, which is something Robotics could strive for.	  
	  	  

6.4 Volvo Cars 
Volvo Cars is owned by a Chinese group, has a total staff of 24 000 people globally and a 
turnover of 130 MSEK. The automotive industry, especially the car industry, is famous for being 
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fast moving, high tech and putting tough demands on its suppliers. To gather information about 
Volvo Cars, Anders Frostberg (2015) was interviewed. Volvo cars has production facilities in 
Sweden and China but has recently announced the opening of a new production facility in 
America. The amount of different types of components that customers can chose from is large, 
which makes the amount of different cars infinite. This is the main reason for why Volvo Cars 
assembles to order. The industry is highly sensitive to the state of the market.	  
	  	  
The measurement of Volvo Cars flexibility is visualized in the figure below. The total SCF-score 
is 3,88, as stated in Table 6.1.	  

	  
Figure 6.4 - SCF measurement on Volvo Cars 
	  	  

6.4.1 Supply Chain Flexibility at Volvo Cars 
Volvo Cars is sending out two forecasts to its suppliers. One forecast is the same as the one that 
Robotics is using, of the volume one year in advance. The second one is a forecast on how the 
volume will be, for example, in three years. This usually occurs when a new product is about to 
be released, and gives the suppliers a heads up on the required volume and which investments 
that needs to be made in order to handle it. The forecast “freezes” ten days before production 
start, which means that the volume before the ten days is a forecast and thus can be changed 
according to the flex terms. Volvo Cars is flexible and is able to work in a highly reactive way 
when there is a change in the supply chain that affects the deliveries to Volvo Cars. When a 
negative change occurs, a constraint team, that always is stand-by, is immediately engaged, 
travels to the supplier and makes sure that the supplier is back on track as soon as possible. This 
stand-by team also operates proactively by continuously visiting suppliers, even if there is not a 
problem. Robotics has also a reactive way of supporting suppliers. The difference is that 
Robotics does not visit their suppliers continuously, and for the most of the time when the 
suppliers are on the Flop 10 list (a list over the ten suppliers that has the worst performance). To 
have a standby team is heavy on resources and could therefore be difficult for Robotics to 
manage. But it is still interesting to investigate if Robotics could work in this reactive way to a 
larger extent, a possible solution could be teams within the division. This work process could 
decrease quality issues, which is important for Robotics. It would also decrease the time that the 
production is down because of quality issues, since the team would react immediately.	  
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The Volume Flexibility is high, since Volvo Cars is not giving any guarantees on what they will 
purchase from it’s suppliers, but is still requiring an increase in demand when needed, the same 
strategy as Volvo Trucks also has regarding volume. The amount of increase in demand that 
Volvo Cars requires depends on what has been negotiated and on how many cars (forecasted) 
that will have the specific component. Even though Volvo Cars sends out forecasts of the 
required volume, the company does not have any obligation of buying it, which makes the 
downside volume flexibility high, i.e. flexibleicontracts.	  
Robotics has negotiated some Volume Flexibility in their contracts, as mentioned in section 4.6, 
but not to this extent. The company has therefore higher Volume Flexibility than Robotics, and 
the strategies used at Volvo Cars could thus be something that Robotics could incorporate. But, 
as stated before, it is important to be aware that Robotics’ suppliers may or may not be used to 
this kind of flexibility requirements in the same extent as automotive suppliers are, due to 
different industries. Moreover, the non-guarantee can cause damage to suppliers that are 
important to Robotics.	  
	  	  
The Product Mix Flexibility is high for three main reasons. The first reason is the module 
suppliers that the company has. Volvo Cars has designed and decided which components that 
will be included in, for example, the dashboard in the car. Volvo Cars has thereafter negotiated 
with Tier 2 suppliers (the module supplier’s supplier) on prices and such, but has decided that the 
module supplier will be assembling the module. These module suppliers deliver their modules in 
the same sequence as the car bodies on Volvo Cars assembly line. The actual sequence is 
determined when the car bodies enter the line, thus this is where the decoupling point is placed. 
The network of Volvo Cars’ and its module suppliers is shown in the picture below.	  

	  
Figure 6.5 - Volvo Cars network of module suppliers (named MAU in the picture above) 
(Fredriksson and Gadde, 2004). 
	  	  
The transportation of modules between module suppliers and Volvo Cars plant is handled by 
Volvo Cars. (Fredriksson and Gadde, 2004)	  
Volvo Cars has a high degree of customization, which Robotics also has. This way of working 
would provide customized products cost efficiently. If it is a possible strategy for Robotics it will 
probably require re-designing of the robots so that appropriate modules can be assembled at 
Robotics plant.	  
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The second reason for Volvo Cars having a high Product Mix Flexibility is that the company is 
using supplier hubs in a large extent. In fact, Volvo Cars requires suppliers having local 
production, in Europe for Sweden or China for the Chinese production facility, or having a hub 
with finished goods in an approved area. It is the suppliers that owns the hub and has the 
responsibility of having the right amount of volume in place. It is thereafter Volvo Cars 
responsibility of collecting the material from the different hubs a couple of hours before 
production start, which places the decoupling point here. The way that Volvo Cars uses hubs is 
something that Robotics can learn from. At the moment, Robotics is developing a VMI-solution 
that will be tested in the near future. To make the suppliers operate locally in some way, either 
with production or hubs increases the overall flexibility and effectiveness. It is interesting to 
imagine Robotics using the hubs and requirement of local production in the way that Volvo Cars 
does. It is also noticeable that when Volvo Cars has the responsibility of collecting the material it 
gives global suppliers some ease and time to attend more crucial situations.	  
	  	  
The last reason for the Product Mix Flexibility to be high is because the firm is working with 
component commonality in a great extent. The motors that go into the cars have been 
standardized and are therefore making the purchasing of components easier and more flexible. 
To create component communality in the same extent at Robotics is probably not possible 
because of the different sizes of the robots.	  
	  	  
Delivery Flexibility is also high since Volvo has designed their supply chain with the 
requirement to suppliers of local production or using hubs near the production facilities. The 
suppliers can pick and chose for themselves how they wish to deliver the finished goods, as long 
as the right products in the right volumes will be in the hubs.	  
Volvo Cars’ has organized its purchasing department, as Volvo Trucks, with a common 
procurement for those suppliers that delivers to several production facilities. This, together with 
the fact that they are using the hubs explained earlier, is seen as evidence on trying to design an 
optimized supply chain. According to Frostberg, dealing with procurements and negotiations for 
material used in several products will give economies of scale, but it also decreases complexity 
for suppliers. The hubs optimize the sourcing in many factors, which increases SCF and the 
overall flexibility. Volvo Cars Sourcing Flexibility is therefore considered to be high. 
Furthermore, as with Volvo Trucks, Volvo Cars do not want to be involved with Tier 2 suppliers.	  
	  	  
From the study at Volvo Cars, it seems that the way the company is communicating within the 
area of information technology with its supplier is through forecasts. No real-time data is 
exchanged, which is different from Robotics since Robotics is at the moment trying on the 
information system Hermes. Perhaps the Volvo way is enough, which lays the information 
system at a good level. But since Volvo Cars has it’s constraint team that is stand-by, they are 
likely not in the need of real-time information. When a problem occurs, the team should get all 
the information they require, both real-time plans (short term) and long-term plans. However, 
real-time information could decrease the time of not getting deliveries. The flexibility of the 
Information System is considered high, since they have resources that are adaptable and the 
information collection is responsive.	  
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7 Strategies For Increasing Supply Chain Flexibility and Areas of 
Improvement for Robotics 
	  	  
From the comprehensive literature study, the study at Robotics and studies of other organizations 
strategies on flexibility, the authors has developed strategies and suggestions on how Robotics 
should work in order to increase the SCF, for more information see Chapter 3.5 Process of 
Developing the SCF Model. The suggestions will be described and analyzed with the authors 
developed model, where the dimensions that are directly affected by the suggestion are included. 
The section also includes risks, estimated cost of investment and managerial implications on how 
Robotics may use the strategies that has been developed in order for the firm to increase SCF.	  

7.1 The Use of Hubs/Localization - Developing Separate Supply Chains 
When an organization acts on a global market, it can be appealing to act and make procurements 
in the low cost area of Asia. During the past decades, there have been trends in moving 
production and purchasing from suppliers to Asia, without taking the total cost and risks into 
account. But, there has been a shift in the last couple of years, where more and more firms 
European firms are starting to realize that the total cost can be lesser when having production 
locally or in Eastern Europe. (Jia et al., 2014) (Quintens et al., 2006)	  
	  	  
Integrating a more local production near the manufacturing firms production can increase overall 
SCF, since designing the supply chain in order to optimize the flow of goods will improve 
flexibility in many aspects, which will be presented later. This can be achieved by making 
requirements to suppliers that they must have a production facility or a hub with finished goods 
locally, as Volvo Cars deals with their suppliers. The flexibility can also be achieved by the 
manufacturing firm owns hubs that suppliers can deliver to, and have an area designated for 
them, as well. Either way, the manufacturing firms needs to find global suppliers, or suppliers 
that strives towards being global and are able to manage a global market.	  
	  	  
Many of the suppliers that deliver to Robotics in Sweden are also delivering to Robotics in Asia, 
and vice versa. The announcement of Robotics building a new production facility in America 
increases complexity, assuming that the same suppliers is chosen for all production facilities in 
order to keep the qualityileveliiniplace.	  
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Figure 7.1 - Map over Robotics plants (red dots) and the chosen suppliers (blue dots). The orange arrows 
represent the flow of goods from Europe and the green arrows represents the flow of goods from Asia. 
	  	  
The Figure 7.1 above is representing Robotics current Tier 1 supply chain with the chosen 
suppliers K-Pro, CEPA, Bufab, Enics and Tamagawa (a supplier from the category Motors and 
Gears, which was not included in the empirics chapter). Today, the goods from Asia are 
transported by sea, which has a delivery time of approximately eight weeks. When the goods 
arrive to Sweden, often in Gothenburg, it may encounter difficulties caused by for example 
capacity limitation at the harbor, which can delay the delivery date by two weeks. Robotics is 
currently looking into the potential solution of shipping from Asia by train, which has a delivery 
time of three weeks, and would enhance the flexibility. The goods from Europe have a delivery 
time of approximately one week, and are shipped by truck. The delivery time from the suppliers 
based in Sweden is one to two days, also shipped by truck. (Jansson, Ronny, 2015)	  
	  	  
Figure 7.2 below is visualizing the flow of goods in a designed optimized supply chain, one 
supply chain in every continent. The idea is that Tier 1 suppliers should have a production plant 
or a hub within these circles, in order for the supply chain to be responsive. As the reader may 
see, the circles in America and Europe cover some low-cost countries as Mexico and Eastern 
Europe. The complexity for the manufacturing firm is also believed to be decreased, since the 
flow of goods is narrowed down and more consistent. This design has more advantages, and not 
only in supply chain flexibility, that will be explained later. 
	  

	  	  
Figure 7.2 - Approved areas, per continent, of placing local production or hubs. The circles is 
representing 24 hours (3 days) from production plants based in Detroit, Västerås and Shanghai, that the 
authors believes is a decent maximal boundary of delivery time from respective production plant. 
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One way of creating the different supply chains is, as stated previously, to require local 
production or hubs. Vendor Management Inventory (VMI) is a concept that is used by 
manufacturing firms today, and it has been shown that including VMI in the sourcing strategies 
decreased the Bullwhip effect and thus increases SCF (Disney and Towill, 2003). Using hubs, 
whether it is the manufacturing firm or the suppliers who owns the facility or if it is outsourced, 
brings flexibility to both parties. The suppliers can choose how, when and how large the 
deliveries with finished goods to the hub should be, just as long as they are keeping up with the 
forecast sent out by the manufacturing firm. Preferably, the manufacturing firm should require a 
minimum quantity of materials in the hubs. This increases the amount of options for the supplier 
and the supplier can therefore optimize their own production to a greater extent, which will 
increase the SCF.	  
The deliveries to the manufacturing firm can be managed in two ways. The manufacturing firm 
can manage all the deliveries to their production plant, which means that the manufacturing firm 
would pick up goods from the suppliers production or hubs. This suggestion gives the 
manufacturing firm control, and can provide the firm with an opportunity to manage and 
optimize the routes in a greater extent. The other way is letting the suppliers that has the local 
production manage the deliveries and letting a 3PL (Third Party Logistics) manage the deliveries 
from hubs, i.e. outsourcing it.	  
	  	  
Using hubs immediately enables a lower stock-level at the manufacturing firms, since the stock 
is moved. This brings several advantages. One advantage is reduced restricted capital in stock, 
capital that can be used for investments. Another advantage is that minimal stock in-house 
enables more space in the production facility, which can be used to develop a more effective 
manufacturing.	  
	  	  
The use of local presence can have positive effects on the quality of goods. If a supplier has local 
production in the three continents, the manufacturing company will perhaps have easier to travel 
to the supplier, if the quality is poor and if the supplier requires help. More frequent quality 
check-ups will also be possible, which can increase overall quality. It is important for the 
suppliers’ top management to make sure that they can handle production in several places, and 
that a good cooperation between the plants is established.	  
	  	  
 	  
Volume Flexibility	  
When the manufacturing firm needs components to their production, they can do a call-off of the 
material needed that will be in place during the upcoming day(s). This will increase Volume 
Flexibility, since the manufacturing firm is able to fluctuate more in their production output. If 
the volume in the hubs is consistently high enough, the flexibility enables the volume output to 
vary in a way that will be cost efficient, since the time it will take to get more components to the 
manufacturing firm will be small compared to not using hubs. Also, since the Volume Flexibility 
is higher, the firms can satisfy their customers demand and thus gain market shares.	  
	  	  
Product Mix Flexibility	  
The Product Mix Flexibility will be high using this suggestion, since the production schedule can 
be changed more easily, and thereby be more flexible, without incurring any extra stock and 
other costs. If a customer requires a change in an order late in time, to something that is 
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somewhat standardized or is in stock, the possibility of meeting the requirement can be higher 
than before.	  
	  	  
Delivery flexibility	  
The Delivery Flexibility for both the manufacturing firm and the supplier will be higher using 
this concept. The manufacturing firm can get deliveries from the hubs when needed (making sure 
there are messenger's cars available when an urgent need of material is required). As stated 
previously, the suppliers will get more options on how and when they wish to deliver material to 
the hubs, which gives the supplier a delivery flexibility that is higher than before. The possibility 
to increase JIT (Just-in-time) for the components will increase and thereby increase flexibility.	  
	  	  
Sourcing Flexibility	  
This suggestion of improvement belongs in the Sourcing Flexibility, since it all comes down to 
the optimized supply design. By designing a supply chain with hubs and local production in 
every continent where the manufacturing firms have production facilities, a major Sourcing 
Flexibility and thereby SCF can be achieved.	  
	  	  
Risks	  
Suppliers having local presence in the continents where the manufacturing firm has production 
will bring several advantages in flexibility, but will naturally bring risks as well. One risk could 
be poor quality in one or more supplier production. Therefore, it is important to find suppliers 
that are able to have the global presence needed, and still manage to keep up with the same 
quality in the different production facilities. Choosing suppliers carefully and creating a lifelong 
partnership with the supplier can mitigate the risk and with creating a relationship that challenges 
both sides and making sure that development will happen continuously.	  
It might be difficult to persuade the entire global supplier base to start this, but the suppliers will 
get advantages from this solution as well. The relationship with the supplier needs to be on top in 
order for the supplier to trust the firm, since it is a risk to enter this. Mutual understanding of the 
benefits is important. If a hub sets up between a firm and its supplier, it will indicate on a life 
long partnership.	  
If some suppliers use hubs, there will also be a risk of supplier not keeping up with the filling 
rate. And if there is a shortage of material at the hub, it could have devastating effects if the 
suppliers are unable to deliver on time, where the Bullwhip effect could be high. This must be 
mitigated by making sure that an accurate forecast is communicated, and having decent min/max 
quantities required. It could also be healthy to measure filling rate of the suppliers that uses hubs, 
since OTD will not longer be applicable.	  
 	  
Costs of Investment	  
Making a change like this is huge, and is not something one does over a night. The costs depend 
on how many of the suppliers that will have local production and on that who will own hubs. 
Completely making suppliers own production and hubs locally will give the minimal investment 
cost.	  
Since it will be the manufacturing company that are making the call-off on the material in the 
hubs, it is the most practical if it is the manufacturing company that will own and handle the 
transportation of material to the production. The deliveries should with high probability be 
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outsourced, which makes it just another cost, but optimizing the routes requires resources. The 
upside is that the manufacturing company gets a larger control over material in-bound logistics.	  
	  	  
Focal Company Robotics	  
The concept and flexibility enabler is a great change, but is also something that suits the focal 
company Robotics, since they have global suppliers and production facilities in three continents. 
At the moment, Robotics is developing a VMI-hub in Stockholm that will be tested with some 
suppliers from Asia. This means that Robotics is realizing the need of a more optimized supply 
chain design. But the authors want to take this concept one step further. If Robotics could 
develop three separate supply chains in the different continents, with hubs and local suppliers, 
would release a large possible flexibility that will be needed in the future to meet the changing 
demand. Since it could be the suppliers who will be in charge of its own hub, it will not increase 
the inventory costs for Robotics. To further develop this suggestion the transportation between 
hubs and Robotics production plants should be handled and optimized by Robotics (like Volvo 
Cars’ pick up rounds) to increase control of delivery and costs.	  
Robotics is trying to work closely with their customers, customers who often order special 
material and components. Today, these special materials is not able to forecast, and will probably 
not be in the future either. This will still be hard to manage in a more flexible way. But the 
flexibility that will be achieved by using separate supply chain can perhaps enable time and 
resources that could be put down to improve the flexibility of the customized materials.	  
	  	  

7.2 Empowering suppliers 
	  As the SCF concept indicates, the whole supply chain must be flexible in order for the 
manufacturing firms to maximize the flexibility. Naturally, this implies that suppliers of the 
manufacturing firm also must be flexible. The authors believes that empowering suppliers and 
giving them total control over, for example, their operations and suppliers would give the 
suppliers greater possibilities of being flexible. This lays the foundation for this suggestion.   	  
	  	  
One way for the manufacturing firm to increase suppliers’ flexibility is to involve suppliers in 
the product design. This will give the supplier the ability to design the product component so that 
it is standardized and optimized according to the supplier's production and procurement, which 
will give empowerment to the supplier. It will also facilitate for the staff (at the manufacturing 
firm) that are making the design today and release labor that can be placed in other areas. Hence, 
this suggestion of improvement will increase SCF. It is important to point out that if it is a 
complex product that is a part of the manufacturing firm’s competitive advantage and core 
competence, the supplier should not take full responsibility/be involved in the design.	  
	  	  
Outsourcing the product design and empowering the suppliers can lead to technical advantages, 
since each company can focus on their core competence, and thus, firms can gain from the 
cooperation. Empowering suppliers can also lead to cost reductions since the production and 
purchasing of material is optimized for the supplier and thereby may be more cost effective, 
which increases firm performance.	  
	  	  
Another perk that follows with this suggestion of improvement is an enhanced relationship with 
suppliers. Involving the supplier in product design requires trust between both parts and 
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additional responsibility is given to the supplier and will thereby develop the relationship. A 
good relationship can also create incentives for the supplier to give suggestions on improvements 
that will gain both the supplier and the manufacturing firm. Creating good relationships is 
important for mitigating uncertainty (Stevenson and Spring, 2007), and showing trust in the way 
of letting the supplier take a greater part in the development can improve the relationship and 
state that the supplier is a partner for life. Thus uncertainty is reduced from both sides.	  
	  	  
Another way to empower the existing suppliers is to consolidate the supplier base. This also 
gives an enhanced relationship, since the amount of suppliers will be lesser and hence more 
focus can be put on each supplier. Long term and good relationships will also result in a reduced 
complexity and increased flexibility. (Han et al., 2014)	  
	  	  
To empower suppliers does not imply that the manufacturing firm stops the activities in supplier 
development of that supplier. Guidance and help should still be given to the supplier, proactively 
and reactively, in order to enhance the flexibility. In some cases, this suggestion would mean that 
more supplier development is needed in the start of the empowerment, in order for the 
manufacturing firms to be sure of that the processes is satisfying.	  
	  	  
Product Mix Flexibility	  
Since the suppliers have the product design responsibility, it implies that the suppliers can make 
decisions on design and product material. Thus, component communality can be realized for 
suppliers and thereby suppliers can optimize the supply and procurements. Furthermore, the 
manufacturing firm can take part of the innovations from the supplier, which also will enhance 
the Product Mix Flexibility as a part of an enhanced relationship. (Christopher, 2011, p. 23-24)	  
	  	  
Sourcing Flexibility	  
The suggestion implies that appointed Tier 1 suppliers can chose their own Tier 2 suppliers 
without guidelines from the manufacturing firm. Therefore, the Tier 1 suppliers can optimize 
their network as long as product quality and deliveries is satisfying. Empowering the suppliers 
also implies that if there is problems with Tier 2 suppliers, and the manufacturing firm has not 
been involved choosing them, it is completely Tier 1 suppliers’ responsibility to support and 
rectify.	  
	  	  
Information System Flexibility	  
An information system can be seen as a strategic enabler, but without willingness to use it, it 
becomes less useful. Giving the supplier more responsibility and trust through empowerment 
creates willingness to share information, which increases SCF.	  
	  	  
Risks	  
This suggestion of improvement also implies risks. A risk associated to involvement of the 
supplier in the design, is that other customers to the supplier may also gain from this. These 
customers might be competitors of the manufacturing firm, thus it is crucial not to let the 
competitors take part of the produced design. To mitigate this risk it is important for the 
manufacturing firm to strictly consult their strategy and what their competitive advantage is. If 
the product component is seen as the manufacturing firms competitive advantage they should 
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probably design it for themselves. To further mitigate that the competitors can take part of the 
design would be to write contracts prohibiting this.	  
	  	  
Another risk is that the manufacturing firm could get limited insight due to reduced involvement 
in the Tier 1 suppliers network. It is important to know that Tier 1 suppliers follows laws 
regarding environmental impact and makes quality assurances when formatting their supply 
chain network. Choosing Tier 1 suppliers that has careful and good processes when they are 
choosing their suppliers can mitigate this risk. The manufacturing firm can also mitigate the risk 
by continually developing the relationship with Tier 1 suppliers and thereby increase 
transparency and willingness to share information.	  
	  	  
Costs of Investment	  
Performing this change is not a big investment but it is something that will take time and effort in 
the beginning of the implementation. Resources to involve the suppliers in the design have to be 
put down and inter-organizational meetings have to be allocated. The inter-organizational 
meetings between supplier and manufacturing company have to be done in order to optimize the 
design of the component to the product of the manufacturing firm. The total cost of the 
investment will depend on if the manufacturing firm has to invest in tools at the Tier 1 supplier 
and how complex the design of the product is.	  
Empowering supplier and making them more in charge over their production would release 
resources from the manufacturing firm. This could be placed in other critical areas or other 
supplier development activities.	  
	  	  
Robotics	  
As mentioned before, the automotive industry is more mature than the automation industry. 
Perhaps, it could be more common for manufacturing firms in the automation industry to govern, 
which Tier 2 suppliers Tier 1 suppliers should choose. As a result of this, the manufacturing firm 
holds responsible when problems occur at the Tier 2 supplier instead of letting the Tier 1 
suppliers take care of it. The authors recommend that Robotics in the future only manages, in 
greatest extent possible, Tier 1 suppliers. This suggestion implies a trade off between perks of 
empowering suppliers and that Robotics procure deals with Tier 2 suppliers to assure quality 
and/or cost reduction. Not handling Tier 2 suppliers will release resources to work with 
flexibility in other areas.	  
	  	  
The empirical study showed that Tier 1 suppliers had the ability to be involved in the design, 
including K-Pro and CEPA. For example, if K-Pro designed the cables themselves it would gain 
both Robotics and K-Pro. K-Pro has a lot of different ingoing material, and empowering K-Pro 
by involving them in the design and letting them optimize their own production would increase 
K-Pro’s flexibility and thereby also Robotics’ flexibility. The flexibility would be won in less 
ingoing material and reduced complexity, thus increased flexible sourcing and an optimized 
production at K-Pro can be realized.	  
Another possibility that has been noticed by the authors is to include CEPA, K-Pro and Robotics 
in a design process between the three, since CEPA also is a supplier to K-Pro, to enable 
component communality and thereby an optimized procuring at Robotics.	  
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Empowering the suppliers is a great possibility, which will mount up to increased inter-
organizational trust. According to Zhao et al. (2011) trust increases supply chain flexibility and 
can substitute for formal governance mechanisms. This will in turn imply lower costs and 
enhanced firm performance. The authors believe that this suggestion of improvement should be 
investigated for all the strategic suppliers at Robotics.	  
	  	  

7.3 Modules 
This suggestion is linked to the suggestion of empowering the suppliers. In this and the previous 
suggestions the Tier 1 supplier is handed more responsibility. The suggestion of modules implies 
that one supplier purchases and assembles many different components into one module, i.e. in 
Volvo Cars’ case, the dashboard. The suggestion also implies that the current suppliers assemble 
more steps on the componentsiandideliversiaimoreicompleteiproduct.	  
	  
Instead of handle multiple Tier 1 suppliers and assembling the parts at the focal company, one 
Tier 1 supplier could assemble and handle all the suppliers that are needed to manufacture the 
module. The manufacturing firm designs and decides on which components that should be 
included and negotiate the requirements and prices with Tier 2 suppliers. Thereafter the Tier 1 
supplier is given full responsibility of purchasing components and assembling the module. This 
suggestion of improvement utilizes the suppliers’ space and production resources.	  
This suggestion can also be in the form of that Tier 1 suppliers assembles more in their 
production, i.e. do more steps on the components that is delivered to the manufacturing firm, and 
thus taking over some suppliers or materials. This can also be seen as a way of suppliers 
assembling modules. By letting suppliers take more responsibility, either if it is a total module 
supplier or just doing more steps on the components, can improve the relationship. By letting 
suppliers do more steps in their production will provide suppliers with an empowerment, as 
explained in the previous suggestion. The supplier would get more responsibility and can 
perhaps optimize production and procurement and increasing the component commonality in a 
greater extent than before.	  
	  	  
Another possibility with module suppliers is that some of the possible modules could be 
delivered directly from supplier to customer/sales office. This means that the module does not 
have to be assembled together with the rest of the product at the assembling plant, which 
decreases lead-time.	  
	  	  
Implementing modules should bring a flexibility to the product, which is suitable for 
manufacturing firms that offer customization on their products. The customized modules would 
naturally have many possible components, but this should be some what standardized to be able 
to realize its full potential. The modules would be customized at the Tier 1 suppliers, and 
thereafter incorporated to the final product at the manufacturing firm, which could give the firm 
and the suppliers a longer time to adapt to the customization, and thus decreases the lead time on 
the customization. To be able to provide customizations on a lead-time that is shorter than 
competitors will increase firm performance and provide the firm with market share growth.	  
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Product Mix Flexibility	  
This suggestion will postpone the decoupling point, which will increase Product Mix Flexibility. 
To what extent the decoupling point is postponed depends on for example the agreements and 
distance between focal company and module supplier. The reason for the decoupling point is 
postponed is because the module supplier may have stock of different components to the module 
and the assembling is made subsequently on customer orders.	  
	  	  
Delivery Flexibility	  
As mentioned before, one possibility with module suppliers is to deliver the module directly to 
the customer/sales office. This will decrease the lead-time and hence, increase the Delivery 
Flexibility.	  
	  	  
Sourcing Flexibility	  
This suggestion of improvement implies that the supplier network is re-designed. The module 
supplier will replace a certain number of Tier 1 suppliers. Thus, a clear sourcing strategy is 
created and optimized and will therefore increase the Sourcing Flexibility.	  
	  	  
Information System Flexibility	  
Having a module supplier requires high cooperation, dependency and working closer together 
between the manufacturing firm and module supplier. This creates incentives to develop each 
other, the relationship and the willingness of information sharing, which increases the 
Information System Flexibility.	  
	  	  
Risks	  
One risk of having a module supplier is that the supplier may become too dependent on the focal 
company. This risk is something that the manufacturing firm needs to accept, but it is still 
important to be aware of what possible effects it could give.	  
Another risk that comes with this suggestion is that the modules delivered directly may be of 
poor quality, since module might not be tested before delivery. If there is an error on a 
component, it could be harder to fix it, since more steps might has to be redone. Imposing quality 
testing at the sales offices or at the module supplier would mitigate this risk.	  
	  	  
Costs of Investment	  
This suggestion amounts to a considerable capital investment initially since it requires extra 
resources placed at the module supplier, either by developing an existing or creating a new. 
Depending on the amount of module suppliers, localization of these and frequency of pick up 
rounds, transportation cost and planning of these are additional investments. However, the cost 
of buffering all potential modules in-house for suppliers would be higher, while this suggestion 
implies that the manufacturing firm can deliver a wide range of product variant to its customers 
in a cost-efficient way. To make this possible, a well functioning planning system is needed.	  
	  	  
To have a module supplier who delivers the material directly to the customer/sales office is not 
assessed to be as large of an investment. This depends on to what extent the manufacturing firm 
needs to invest in the supplier and if the supplier has to manufacture supplementary products. 
Once this is implemented, it may be the case that the total cost of sending material directly, 
results in a cost reduction comparing to today’s cost.	  
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Robotics	  
Introducing module suppliers at Robotics could cost optimize the customization that the firm is 
offering. To which extent this is applicable for Robotics is difficult to say. From the network 
analysis the authors found two suppliers that could be suitable for this suggestion. CEPA has 
potential to be one of the first suppliers to incorporate the suggestion on making more steps on 
the components, since they have more space that could be used for assembly to Robotics, where 
the shell of the electric cabinets would be a suitable start. The cabinets could be delivered in 
sequences to Robotics. The delivery of the cabinets could be handled by CEPA, as it is currently, 
or by Robotics and thus letting Robotics have more control. K-Pro has potential to be 
incorporated with the “By-pass” idea, since it could increase the flexibility to directly deliver the 
Dresspacks to the sales offices that sells the robots to the customers.	  
	  	  
Looking from a long-term perspective, Robotics should perhaps initiate module suppliers close 
to the production plant. Since Robotics currently is expanding, the space in-house may get 
limited, which means that creating space and capacity may be crucial in the future, a problem 
that module suppliers may solve. But, it will force Robotics to redesign their products so that 
suitable modules can be assembled. Today, Robotics customers can pick and choose which raw 
material that will be used, which increases the amount of different products and possible 
components. To implement this suggestion successfully, Robotics needs to have some limit on 
the amount of choices that the customer has. Even if Robotics would not implement the module 
suggestion, a limitation would be suitable either way, since it could decrease the complexity, 
both for Robotics and their suppliers.	  
	  	  

7.4 Connectivity - The Exchange of Information 
Several studies have shown that information systems are important for organizations in order for 
them to be flexible. In the empirical study of this project, it has been shown that information 
sharing and the relationship between firm and supplier is important when working towards 
supply chain success. Hence, in order to achieve flexibility, firms needs to have strategies 
including which type of information systems that will be used and to what extent, what type of 
information should be exchanged and how the information should flow in order for the 
relationship to live up to it’s full potential.	  
	  	  
Firms can often handle information to a great extent, but the information is not worth anything if 
it is not communicated. To have connectivity between information nodes is therefore just as 
important as the information extraction itself. Having connectivity between the manufacturing 
firm and its suppliers will, as stated, enhance SCF. Extending this and developing connectivity 
between the manufacturing firm and its customers will bring overall flexibility as well, since the 
information could flow in a better way from the source of demand requirements.	  
	  	  
As stated in the literature study, to have connectivity is important, but willingness to be 
connected is just as important. If suppliers is not willing to handle the manufacturing firm’s 
information, or if the suppliers is not willing to share and to be transparent, having connectivity 
with IT-solutions will not live up to it’s full potential. In order for firms to have willingness, it is 
important for managers and leaders to influence, create incentives and creating a transparent 
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organizational culture for people and processes. This is important to have in-house, but also 
together with the firm’s partners.	  
The willingness is also a matter of culture. This study has shown that suppliers’ willingness of 
sharing information has a high dependency on the location because of different cultures in 
different countries.	  
	  	  
The exchange of real-time information could be a strategic enabler to firms in order for them to 
be responsive. The flow of real-time information in-house and also to and from suppliers could 
empower managers and creating a platform where better decisions, based on more accurate data, 
can be made. If the decisions is based on real-time data the acts of the firm will appear flexible, 
since it will be based on accurate data.	  
	  	  
One idea that information technology is allowing, is connecting the whole, or parts, of the supply 
network to each other. Including the supply network to the connectivity enables flexibility and 
responsiveness that could bring several benefits. The flow of real-time information from raw 
material suppliers could bring a robustness to the manufacturing firm, since the firm gets a 
chance of mitigating the unexpected events. Connectivity in the supply network would also bring 
benefits such as enhanced customer relationships and robust information towards the customers. 
When a customers places an order, the sales offices could get a picture of the situation of the raw 
material, and hence give a good indication on the accurate lead-time. This will strengthen the 
relationships to the customer, since trust can be built.	  
	  	  
Therefore, the authors suggest that manufacturing firms that wants and needs flexibility must 
invest in an information system that connects the supply network so that real-time information 
could be exchanged. The authors believe that connecting the network will enhance 
responsiveness and flexibility in a great way. The manufacturing firm’s uncertainty regarding the 
availability of raw material could decrease and the raw material firms and suppliers could get a 
more comprehensive, and more accurate, picture of the demand of the customer. Hence, the flow 
of real-time data would decrease the bullwhip effect.	  
Influential researchers on SCF support the authors’ thoughts on the subject. Stevenson and 
Spring (2007) states that in order for the supply network to be the most cost efficient and live up 
to its full potential, as many firms as possible should be included in the connectivity.	  
	  	  
Having a developed information system helps in a lot of areas that is important for flexibility. 
Exchanging and sharing information along the value chain will reduce uncertainty since the 
bullwhip effect is counteracted and thereby decreased (Stevenson and Spring, 2007). Sharing 
information through information technology also increases flexibility within the manufacturing 
firm, with their suppliers and, most importantly, the relationships between them (Duclos et al., 
2003).	  
	  	  
A common way of sharing information is sending EDI-files over forecasts to suppliers, this has 
almost become an industry standard and makes the handling of forecasts easier. But even though 
EDI and forecasts is widely used, far from everyone is using it, including Robotics suppliers that 
were analyzed in this study. Volvo Cars has not made an requirement on how they believe that 
their supplier should communicate to their suppliers, an approach that goes in line with their 
strategy on not be involved with Tier 2 suppliers. But the authors believe that having the network 
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connected and exchanging some information will bring benefits. A way of creating a connected 
network is to work with supplier development, helping the suppliers to set up a framework of the 
information that should be exchanged between the different organizations in the network.	  
Another tool that helps manufacturing firms to be more responsive is to have data from suppliers 
on the products, volume and raw material available and which lead time the material has. This is 
something that Robotics is at the moment testing, a system called Hermes. This is a good start in 
connecting the network and having real-time data available.	  
	  	  
Creating a more connected network will give a more dependent system, since organizations will 
get more dependent on the system and the data exchanged, which could be seen as a decrease in 
flexibility. But, having a connected network will also empower the suppliers, since they will 
have a greater range of information, both from their customers and their suppliers, that increases 
their knowledge and flexibility.	  
	  	  
Treating information system as a strategic enabler will lead to firms working proactively, for 
example reducing the bullwhip effect, and still be able to be reactive when a distraction occurs, 
since they have real-time data to take into account when decisions has to be made.	  
	  	  
Cost of Investment	  
The cost depends solely on the range of the investment about to be made. The largest investment 
that could be preceded is for firms to take full responsibility of connecting the whole supply 
network. But the authors believes that this type of change requires some supplier development 
and guidance from the manufacturing firm on their suppliers, so that the suppliers gets set up 
with a suitable information system. A possible outcome of this is to require Tier 1 suppliers to 
exchange some information digitally with Tier 2 suppliers, which would perhaps be on the 
manufacturing firms account to set up. Either way, the manufacturing firm needs to analyze 
internally on which information that they believes is important to share, and thereafter analyze 
the need of information exchange from and to suppliers.	  
	  
Risks	  
As mentioned before, willingness is a matter of culture. This implies that when entering a 
strategic partnership or choosing a supplier, manufacturing firms needs to be aware of this matter 
in order to mitigate the risk of the partner not sharing information. Creating incentives and a 
culture of high transparency can mitigate the risk. Trust is an important factor, thus creating trust 
can perhaps enable a greater willingness, but will for sure make trusting each other easier. 
Another important factor to take into account is the type of information shared. Information such 
as exact manufacturing price and other competitive information does not have to be shared since 
it could lead to competitive disadvantages.	  
Another risk for this type of improvement is that it could be unnecessary to the flexibility in 
general. As stated in the literature study, a supply chain’s need of flexibility should be assessed 
and invested in accordingly. The improvements of linking the network and having real-time data 
exchanged could be an investment that would not increase flexibility for some supply chains or 
organizations.	  
Every manufacturing firms has suppliers that varies in size and development. Some suppliers 
might not be developed or having the volume enough to manage or need a information system. 
This should also be assessed and managed accordingly. However, investing in supplier 
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development and information system might enable a greater development of the supplier and 
prioritization and therefore enable a possible volume increase.	  
	  	  
Robotics	  
As previously explained, Robotics sends out forecast, with a decent accuracy on approximately 
80 %. The forecast is more or less of a problem for some suppliers, which and how depends on 
several factors. The authors have seen that the forecast is often something that suppliers refer 
back to when it comes to flexibility. Therefore, it is important for Robotics to put more resources 
on the forecasting process.	  
The forecasts is calculated on Robotics historical data, but is then re-calculated by suppliers on 
their historical data, which is an indication on that the forecast cannot be trusted. It is 
understandable that the forecast will not be absolutely correct six months before production start, 
but the authors believe that it could be improved. During the study at Robotics, it has been 
shown that the process of gathering data and turning it into a forecast takes several weeks and is 
cumbersome. The sales offices, sales support and planning should work faster and tighter 
together, in order for the forecast to stay on top of the latest information. Therefore, the authors 
suggest that Robotics sets up a new framework for the forecasting process and perhaps invest 
more resources in this matter.	  
The authors have also seen a need of evaluating the forecast in a greater extent than today. 
Having a low accuracy on the forecast is and will be costly.	  
	  	  
Connecting Robotics supplier network could ease up on some problems. Some suppliers (CEPA) 
are supplying Robotics and Robotics suppliers (K-Pro). By having real-time information flowing 
between all of these three players would bring responsiveness to the supply chain and make it 
possible to allocate material and other resources where it is the most needed. This could decrease 
the probability of stock-outs and increase the probability that the customers get the right products 
at the appointed time.	  
	  	  
The empiric’s study has also shown that the system ASCC should be improved. For example, 
ABB does not work as a whole in purchasing and supply, which leads to that the different ABB-
companies have different information systems. This could be tricky for suppliers, where it should 
not be. The authors suggest that Robotics and ABB as a whole should work on having a common 
platform for communicating with suppliers. Another minor improvement is to extent the login 
time. Today, one could only be logged in for 15 minutes without being active. In order for 
Robotics to create incentives to work with ASCC in a greater extent, this time should be 
increased, and make it easier to use. The probability of suppliers missing out on information will 
therefore be smaller than it is today.	  
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8 Discussion 
	  	  
Flexibility is a term that is achieved by creating it and by investments. Thus, for firms to have a 
great SCF, they must invest in their supply chain, investments that include both financial funding 
and other resources, for example people. Putting down time and resources on examining the 
flexibility question can result in a wider understanding of the network and its bottlenecks. This 
leads to a knowledge increase, which can provide a platform for better decision-making by 
managers.	  
To increase SCF, the firm needs to take their suppliers into account, and re-think their supply and 
network design. The firm needs to partner up with suppliers that are able to be flexible, and it is 
therefore important to choose them wisely. The availability of material and components is 
dependent on the prioritization that the firm has from their suppliers, and is thus a question of 
power. If a supplier sees their customer as a strategic partner, the customer will in the event of a 
distribution of availability get prioritized, since resources has been invested in the relationship by 
both parties. Creating an environment with mutual understanding and where the incitements of 
helping each other are great will bring prioritization from suppliers to the manufacturing firm.	  
 	  
From Figure 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 in the network analysis it is clear that the firms in the network 
varies in size. If a Tier 1 supplier is small compared to a Tier 2 supplier it may imply that the 
Tier 1 supplier is believed to be an insignificant customer to the Tier 2 supplier. If this is the 
case, there might be a risk that the Tier 2 supplier is not prioritize the Tier 1 supplier. For 
Robotics, this could imply delayed deliveries or not being able to advance the delivery date when 
needed. It could also bring difficulties in the event of an increase or decrease in volume and thus, 
decreased SCF. It is therefore important to create incentives and good relationships in order to 
get prioritized throughout the whole value network.	  
	  	  
As stated, designing an optimal supply chain is important for achieving SCF. But it is also 
important to point out that the design needs to fit the organization structure and industry of the 
firm that is designing. For example, there are reasons to believe that multi-sourcing on certain 
components can increase flexibility, since it is purchased from multiple sources and hence has a 
greater availability. But when the sourced volume of that component is not high enough, the 
flexibility will be decreased since the firm will not be prioritized to the same extent as if the 
supplier was a strategic partner. Suitable strategies for different articles can perhaps be 
developed with support of the widely used Krajlic matrix (1983). This provides different 
sourcing strategies depending on type of article. (Cousins et al., 2008)	  
	  	  
The authors have realized during this study that flexibility is a way for firms to work proactively 
to be able to be reactive. The suggestions on ways for firms to create SCF is processes that can 
be seen as proactive since resources are put down to prevent that unexpected changes would 
harm the firm. By implementing local supply/hubs, modules, empowerment of suppliers and 
connectivity creates a platform where the firm can act reactively on the latest information and 
demand. Thus, correct products can be sold, which leads to that the firm will have a greater 
performance.	  
	  	  
In the supplier analysis, the flexibility of different article types for each supplier was examined. 
The different article types are Standardized for the market, Standardized for Robotics and 
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Customized for Robotics. The result shows, based on the authors study, that the SCF depends 
more on the supplier rather than on the article. Therefore, differences in flexibility for articles are 
not addressed furthermore in this report due to the time limit, and focus is put on the supplier’s 
overall flexibility. A more thoroughly analysis should perhaps be made in order to see if there is 
a way of handling the supplier and article types simultaneously. It could be the case that working 
with flexibility is fairly new to suppliers, which means that the development of flexibility on 
article level might not be there. Perhaps this is something to develop in the future.	  
	  	  
In a supply chain network there exists higher order dependencies, “the ignored effects” as shown 
in Figure 2.2, which implies that Robotics also can affect the Tier 2 suppliers and thereby 
enhancing SCF. In the study of Robotics network, the authors has mainly focused on “the direct 
effects” and “the indirect effects” is therefore not realized due to time limit. This could be 
interesting to study in the future.	  
	  	  
The suggestions of improving flexibility are answers to the question of how to mitigate a volatile 
demand. Introducing local supply and hubs will postpone the de-coupling point on the ordered 
material, which will increase flexibility since the customer can place or change an order later in 
time. Local supply and hubs will also give a greater flexibility in the way that the delivery time 
will be shortened and the available volume could be higher. Hence, manufacturing firms can 
postpone their point in time when they choose how much and when the material is being 
delivered. The module suggestion goes in the same line, since the point where the finished 
product is determined is later in time. These two suggestions on flexibility have several positive 
outcomes in common. Firstly, they are moving resources from the manufacturing firm, which 
decreases complexity and can thus give an increase in flexibility. Secondly, it could provide the 
manufacturing firm with the ability to postpone decisions on which, how and when the products 
will be assembled, and thus assemble a correct product.	  
The empowerment of suppliers increases flexibility, since giving more responsibility to the 
suppliers gives the supplier a chance to design their own flexibility needs. Having suppliers 
using their knowledge regarding the products and their suppliers will increase the flexibility at 
that level. Empower the supplier will yield flexibility and firm performance to the manufacturing 
firm, since the network is only as strong as the weakest link.	  
The suggestion regarding connectivity and information system can bring several advantages. If 
the manufacturing firm has information on what happens upstream, the firm could get a deeper 
understanding and is able to plan accordingly. Having real-time information will create a 
platform where decisions can be made on accurate data, and not just on guesses. Creating a 
connected supply chain network will increase SCF, not just on firm level, but to suppliers to.	  
	  	  
In order to make these changes and improvements, manufacturing firms needs to use supplier 
development as a way of achieving them. Li et al. (2012) has gathered different ways of supplier 
development, where two of the ways are defined as “Providing the supplier with equipment, 
technological support and, in some cases, investments” and “Providing the supplier with 
training”. This implies that the manufacturing firms needs to give guidance and practical help to 
their suppliers that are involved with the improvements. Developing suppliers and other players 
in the supply network will lead to greater performance for organizations.	  
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8.1 Discussion of Supply Chain Flexibility Measurement 
	  	  
Table 8.1 - Summary of SCF-measurement on the four firms included in the benchmarking study. 

	   Robotics	   Bombardier	   Volvo 
Trucks	  

Volvo Cars	   Mean	  

Volume Flexibility	   3,00	   1,75	   3,50	   4,00	   3,06	  

Product Mix Flexibility	   2,50	   3,33	   3,88	   4,00	   3,43	  

Delivery Flexibility	   4,00	   2,33	   3,67	   4,33	   3,58	  

Sourcing Flexibility	   3,00	   1,67	   3,50	   3,75	   2,98	  

Information System Flexibility	   2,58	   2,00	   3,33	   3,33	   2,81	  

Total SCF	   3,02	   2,22	   3,58	   3,88	   3,17	  

	  	  
	  	  
Table 8.1 is a summary of the SCF-measurement that was made on a total of four firms.	  
The SCF-measurement on Robotics and the benchmarking firms gave more insights in flexibility 
than just a measurement. As seen in Table 8.1, the Delivery Flexibility is the dimension with the 
highest SCF-score for Robotics, 4,0. A comparison with the mean score of Delivery Flexibility 
of 3,58 gives an indication on that Robotics has a good Delivery Flexibility. Product Mix 
Flexibility is the dimension with the lowest score for Robotics, 2,50, where the mean for all 
firms is 3,43. This indicates on that Robotics should investigate more in this dimension, to see if 
there is something that could be done in order to increase the score. Fortunately, several of the 
developed strategies directly increases Product Mix Flexibility, including using local 
supply/hubs and modules, and where an indirect long-run increase could be given by the 
empowerment of suppliers. The benchmarking study gave inspiration to the strategies on SCF, 
which could be the reason for why Volvo Cars and Volvo Trucks have the highest score. But the 
authors believe that the two firms have created a flexible environment, where they are able to 
respond to changes in demand.	  
	  	  
As can be seen in Appendix F, there were only a few flexibility dimensions criteria that were 
rated with the highest score of 5 points. A possible reason for this is that the firm focuses on the 
flexibility dimension criteria that will gain the most overall flexibility for them. Thus, 
prioritizing some criterions implies that fewer resources will be put on other criterions. This can 
be seen in Table 8.1 where none of the benchmarking firms or Robotics got the highest possible 
score in the flexibility dimensions. It is a difficult task for the authors to assess when the firm 
should be given the highest score and when not to, since it is hard to state what the best is when 
not knowing what the best is. Thus, the scoring on some flexibility dimensions may be perceived 
as scarce.	  
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9 Critical Reflections of the Study and Further Research 
	  	  
The model that the authors have developed prior to this study has some factors that could be 
criticized. During the work process, there has been questions regarding the activities that 
enhance flexibility in the dimensions, and the authors have seen that the dimensions are 
overlapping to some extent. It is therefore important to clearly specify the dimensions in the 
model before it is applied. It is also important to point out that the model is developed from 
Robotics needs and processes. Hence, applying the model to another supply chain needs careful 
consideration, and perhaps changing of dimensions and thus creating a model that fits. 	  
	  	  
The literature study showed that Supply Chain Networks is important to take into account when 
managing flexibility. In the authors’ attempt to investigate the network, only a small part of it has 
been included. This is due to the time frame being limited, and to the fact that some suppliers 
were not willing to share sensitive information. The authors believe that attempting a larger 
study on the network is suitable, and mapping the Tier 1, Tier 2 and Tier 3 suppliers would give 
a more comprehensive knowledge over the flexibility of the network.	  
	  	  
This in-depth qualitative study and the time frame have delimited the study to only one supplier 
per category. In order to measure a more accurate and overall SCF on Robotics, further studies of 
other suppliers would be an appropriate move. The suppliers included in this study were chosen 
since they were critical. It could be the case that another supplier is more critical in some factors, 
but this is at the moment beyond the authors’ knowledge. There is also a possibility that the 
interviews with supplier representatives could be biased. Since the study is made at Robotics, the 
answers from suppliers can seem better than they actually are. This is something that the authors 
have taken into account when pursuing the study.	  
	  	  
The authors find it interesting to analyze more data on the suppliers, the articles and other 
performances indexes. Getting the right data has been cumbersome, and therefore, a greater 
study has not been possible. Further studies can thus gather more data and pursue analysis of it, 
since the knowledge regarding the lack of data is there from the beginning.	  
	  	  
In the SCF-measurement the scoring is set in relation to the benchmarking companies and 
Robotics SCF. Therefore, it may not be applicable for other companies to compare SCF with the 
same score or scale. Due to the time limit only three companies was chosen for benchmarking, 
this was in order to be able to accomplish a qualitative analysis of each company. The qualitative 
interview was held with one or two persons from each benchmarking company and may have 
lead to a biased result. For future research, benchmarking with firms that excels more in 
flexibility can be done in order to achieve enhanced SCF.	  
	  	  
The authors’ suggestions of improvements require further research of how the suggestions 
should be implemented and to what extent they are applicable. As mentioned before, the 
suggestions are for a long-term perspective and therefore short-term changes may not be 
possible. Furthermore, the suggestions indicate on which way to go and what possibilities and 
risks this will implicate. The improvements are analyzed from the authors’ model, which is 
derived from Robotics, and implicates on that the suggestions of improvements thereby are 
analyzed for Robotics SCF.	  
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The study resulted in strategies on how to work with SCF, which directly answers the problem 
definition, even though the study has been made on the focal company. If other manufacturing 
firms reads this study, they need to be aware of that it origins at Robotics. But the authors 
believes that the result can be applied to manufacturing firms who wants to develop their supply 
chain, but with studies at their own organization prior to implementation of the strategies. This 
implies that the study is of developing character to Robotics and also, to some extent, to other 
manufacturing firms and has hence contributed to the development of knowledge on the subject.	  
	  	  
The objective and sub objective including findings strategies on how Robotics should work in 
order to be more flexible and comparing the flexibility with others is believed to be fulfilled. The 
authors have gained a deeper understanding on Supply Chain Flexibility, Supply Chain 
Management and Supply Chain Development. 	  
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10 Conclusion 
	  	  
To study flexibility and SCF is a difficult task. The amount of literature is ungenerous and there 
is no clear way, as of today, on measuring flexibility. The term flexibility is vast and has 
different meanings in different surroundings, which makes it quite difficult to grasp. To address 
this, the authors developed a model that seemed to fit the supply chain at Robotics, where the 
case study has been made. The developed model including the dimensions Volume Flexibility, 
Product Mix Flexibility, Delivery Flexibility, Sourcing Flexibility and Information System 
Flexibility has provided a framework that has been used consistently in the study, from the 
gathering of data to analysis of the result.	  
	  	  
In order to study the SCF at Robotics, the authors have made interviews and smaller studies of 
four chosen suppliers. Furthermore, a benchmarking study with three other manufacturing firms 
has been made in order to measure Robotics SCF compared to others. The benchmarking study 
also provided the authors of inspiration of ways to work in order to increase SCF.	  
	  	  
The authors developed fours strategies on how Robotics should address uncertainty, these are: 
using local supply/hubs, modules, empowering suppliers and connectivity. All of these 
suggestions are believed to provide Robotics with the ability to react on changes in demand. This 
goes in line with the main problem in this study. As visualized in the introduction chapter in 
Figure 1.1, Robotics daily rate has higher volatility in demand today than in 2008. The 
suggestions on flexibility presented in this study will enhance the ability to cope with the volatile 
daily rate. They can be seen as tools of mitigating the uncertainty.	  
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12 Appendices 
	  	  
This chapters gathers the appendixes that has been referred to in the report. The appendixes are 
listed from A to F.	  
	  	  

Appendix A - Dimensions of Flexibility 
Acharya and Singh (2013) have presented a comprehensive literature study on the research of 
flexibility. They have concluded that there are 22 dimensions of flexibility at the moment, these 
are:	  
	  	  
Product Flexibility	  
Volume Flexibility	  
Transshipment Flexibility	  
New Product Development/Launch Flexibility	  
Sourcing	  
Physical Distribution Flexibility	  
Demand Management Flexibility	  
Coordination Flexibility	  
Logistics Flexibility	  
Manufacturing Flexibility	  
Information System Flexibility	  
Routing Flexibility	  
Delivery Flexibility	  
Respond to Market Flexibility	  
Access Flexibility	  
Postponement Flexibility	  
Process Flexibility	  
Operation Flexibility	  
Expansion Flexibility	  
Machine Flexibility	  
Labor Flexibility	  
Material Handling Flexibility	  
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Appendix B - Flexibility in dimensions for the category Cable and Harnesses: Kablageproduktion AB 
	  	  
Volume Flexibility	  
Standardized article for Robotics	  
The demand on this article is not that volatile, which means that the given order volume is 
managed without any large disruptions. At the moment, K-Pro has a low occupancy, and is 
thereby able to cope with an increase in demand if the forecast on this article would not be 
correct. An increase of approximately 30-40 % divided on a couple of months can be handled 
without any extra costs. But a doubled or tripled increase in demand over one or two months 
would be hard to meet, looking at the material and to the fact that K-Pro hires extra staff, which 
makes it difficult to hire and educate the extra staff on a short time frame. The capacity in-house 
at K-pro is good for an increase in volume demand. In order to have the material that is needed 
for an increase, a tight communication with the suppliers is important. If the communication is 
poor, it can be difficult to purchase the material needed. To be able to conduct enough of the 
critical material, the suppliers needs to have knowledge about the volume increase 8 to14 weeks 
in advance. A decrease in volume demand would be worse. Today, K-Pro is not able to decrease 
production volume without incurring extra costs.	  
For this type of article, frequent orders on forecasts with a lead-time on approximately four 
weeks, K-Pro usually holds a stock of finished goods of one-month consumption. If the raw 
material to K-Pro has a longer lead-time than four weeks, K-Pro analyze approximately what 
demand the types of articles with this raw material will have and sets the buffer of raw material 
accordingly.	  
	  	  
Customized article	  
This type of product is usually project based, which means that Robotics is purchasing this type 
of product to a certain customer order. Robotics’ customers sometimes determine some of the 
raw material. Thus, a large demand on a certain type of material can result in a long lead-time. 
The real lead-time that K-Pro is seeing on this article is between 8 to 14 weeks. Since this type of 
article has a long lead-time, the demand is usually discussed on the quarterly meetings between 
Robotics and K-Pro, so that K-Pro can be able to purchase the right amount of raw material. The 
company also has safety stocks on the ingoing material for these types of products.	  
Increasing in volume for this product type does not cost any extra as with the standardized 
Robotics article type. However, starting up production on this articles takes more time. Jonsson 
implies that it is the lead-time that is critical on this article and planning forward on material is 
vital for this article type. Moreover, a decrease in volume demand may cost extra since 
expensive redundant material has been purchased. K-Pro is holding some buffer stock in these 
types of products, mostly to the after sales department.	  
	  	  
Mix flexibility	  
Standardized article for Robotics.	  
The production schedule is set two weeks ahead of actual assembly for this type of article. If a 
customer wants to change an order, whether it is in delivery date or volume, K-Pro usually tries 
to meet the customer’s demand. This requires that the material is in-house and that the delivery 
date on another article to that customer is postponed. Thus, K-Pro has their de-coupling point at 
the time when the production schedule is set. The components in these types of cables usually 
are customer specific, which means that the components in the products for Robotics differ from 
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the products to other customers. The customers have the power to pick and choose, but K-Pro is 
trying to keep the amount of different materials down.	  
	  	  
Customized article	  
As for the standardized article, the production schedule for the customized article is set two 
weeks ahead of the actual day of assembly. Since some of the material in the Dresspacks is 
customer specific, the point where the article number is determined is when Robotics receives 
and order from their customers. Robotics places and order to K-Pro, where K-Pro purchase the 
specific material. If the material is not customer specific, the point where the article number is 
determined is a bit closer to the production start. Dresspacks is a product that is only sold to 
Robotics. This means that Robotics cannot take advantage of production in a larger scale to other 
customers or letting K-Pro make this type of product more standardized to all customers.	  
	  	  
Delivery Flexibility	  
StandardizediarticleiforiRobotics	  
The delivery flexibility depends on the occupation in the production. If the material is in-house 
then volume is easy to increase. But if there is a lack of material K-Pro is dependent on the 
supplier. If Robotics needs their orders earlier or needs more volume, due to an increase in 
demand, it is fairly easy for K-Pro to meet Robotics needs, but K-Pro needs to prioritize equally 
between their customers. But as stated before, this comes with a consequence where other 
articles to Robotics will be affected. K-Pro delivers articles mostly once a day, which means that 
delivery time is usually one day. If there is a crisis, the delivery time can decrease.	  
	  	  
Customized article	  
As with the standardized article, the delivery flexibility depends on the occupation in the 
production. And also, the delivery date and volume can be changed but this action comes with 
consequences. Assembling Dresspacks takes more time compared to the more standardized 
articles. By having two persons assembling this type of articles and by producing an order of ten 
in two batches of five, K-Pro gains flexibility in delivery. As long as the material is in-house, the 
delivery date can be changed fairly easily, within the accepted time range.	  
	  	  
The delivery performance on these two types of article usually depends on the communication 
between K-Pro and its customers. If the customer knows what he wants and when, the OTD is 
usually high. K-Pro sometimes prioritizes sharp customer orders rather than producing standard 
material to buffer even though this is a risk. As previously mentioned, K-Pro produces to buffer 
for some articles that is sold more frequently, which decreases the lead-time that customers are 
seeing. If K-Pro produces products on order instead to buffer, and an order on short lead-time 
comes in K-Pro bears the risk of not meeting the customer demand. According to Jonsson K-Pro 
is getting better at abide by the original production schedule and thereby minimizing risks of 
decreasing OTD.	  
	  	  
Sourcing	  
K-Pro has no strategy for multi-sourcing. For the most part, K-Pro uses single sourcing. On some 
raw material, for example the raw cable, there are several suppliers. K-Pro has a list of suppliers 
that produces raw cables, but as the purchasing process from one supplier is still functioning, K-
Pro does not put down resources of buying from two suppliers. Mr. Jonsson says that they are 
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not handling the volume or demand that could make it worth their while. In total, K-Pro is 
dealing with about 200 suppliers. Jonsson implies that this results in the staff working with 
activities that gives quick results, and thus is not working in a broad proactive manner.	  
Since the components and raw material may differ for different customers, K-Pro is having 
customer specific suppliers. K-Pro is also buying some material to buffer, which material 
depends on the value of it. If low-value material - K-Pro purchase this type of material for a long 
time ahead. And if the material is high in value, K-Pro is purchasing the material more 
frequently. 	  
	  	  
Information System Flexibility	  
Jonsson is experiencing that ASCC is working well. It is the order planners that have the 
responsibility to make sure that the information about the forecasts and orders from ASCC is 
retrieved. The forecast is downloaded by K-pro. The information is thereafter communicated to 
the purchasers by creating a demand in production. K-Pro is hence providing their suppliers with 
information in the form of real orders. Some of K-Pro’s customers are providing a forecast in the 
form of a portal or excel files.	  
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Appendix C - Flexibility in dimensions for the category Castings and Machining: CEPA 

	  	  
Volume flexibility	  
Standardized for Robotics (Call- off article)	  
This type of article is being produced completely according to the forecasted demand. A couple 
of years ago, the demand for this type of product was easier to predict. The demand was fixed 
approximately four weeks ahead. Today, one can almost not predict the demand for two weeks 
ahead. The volatile demand can alter between 20 to 25 %, both up and down and the two 
directions are equally bad. A decrease implies that CEPA could have prioritized other products 
in the production and redundant stock is created. An increase makes it hard for CEPA and its 
suppliers to cope, especially for the suppliers of raw steel material. In an event of an increase in 
demand the suppliers receive information about this directly but if a decrease in volume occurs, 
CEPA is more cautious to declare it. Thus declaring a decrease can make CEPA less prioritized 
in the future. Overall, CEPA has good knowledge about the forecast since they continuously 
compare previous forecasts with the current forecast. Occasionally, CEPA has better knowledge 
of Robotics demand than Robotics has. Furthermore, it is important for CEPA that the forecast is 
correct since the forecast gets conveyed and broken down into a procurement order to their 
suppliers.	  
	  	  
Since the call-off articles are made completely to forecast, wrong forecast gives consequences 
for CEPA. These consequences are communicated to Robotics but there is no extra charge. To 
minimize these consequences CEPA makes their own assumptions about the forecast and 
produce accordingly. Every week CEPA report their buffer of finished goods to Robotics. 
Depending on what the forecast for next week is, CEPA may have more or less in the buffer than 
agreed, which results in a “red lamp” in Robotics systems. This system is currently being tested 
and is called “Hermes”. However, CEPA always controls the upcoming demand. If the future 
demand is decreasing, then the forecasted amount is produced even though it is not the optimal 
batch. As a result of this the article gets more expensive. Furthermore, CEPA is often included 
when Robotics is about to introduce new systems, such as Hermes, because of their excellent 
communication.	  
	  	  
Customized article (Order article)	  
Increasing in volume will initially cost extra and it is important for CEPA to get enough time to 
obtain the material needed. However, once the initial bumps are over, an increase in volume is 
no problem while a decrease in volume might be. This is a problem since a decrease in volume 
causes a higher price for the product since the prices at CEPA´s supplier´s are volume dependent 
alternatively that they have a minimum order quantity.	  
	  	  
Once the order from Robotics is received by CEPA the process of purchasing the material 
needed is started. The intention for this product type is that there should not be any buffer of 
finished goods.	  
	  	  
Product Mix flexibility	  
Standardized for Robotics	  
Every article is 100 % unique. Once the production of the product has started, the product cannot 
be changed. If the order is changed, this implies that a new program in the machines has to be 
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programed. However, the color of the product can be changed until the coloring step later in 
production.	  
	  	  
Customized article	  
Once the process of purchasing material has started there is not much space of changing an 
order, if the material is unique. If the order consists of standard material it can be changed until 
the production start. Once the production starts the order cannot be changed. If a change is 
necessary the machines has to be re-programmed and the whole process starts over. Furthermore, 
the lead-time for an order article depends on what material it consists of, whether it is unique or 
standard material, and which operations that are included. The lead-time of a product consisting 
of standard material, given that the material is available at the suppliers, and operations that can 
be done in-house is four to six weeks. Operations that require outsourcing (i.e. curing, coating 
and galvanizing) will add on ten days to the lead-time for each operation. To summarize, each 
product is unique once the production of it has started, but the color of the product can be 
changed until the coloring step.	  
	  	  
Delivery flexibility	  
Standardized for Robotics	  
The lead-time for call-off articles to Robotics is two days, but the real lead-time is four to six 
weeks, depending on what article it is. Robotics has a one-day stock for CEPA´s products, which 
means that products from CEPA are being delivered every day. If an article is defect, CEPA 
sends a cab with material, sometimes even over the night. Mainly when this type of action is 
taken, it depends on wrong article balance at Robotics.	  
	  	  
Customized article	  
The OTD for order articles to Robotics is higher than to other customers. According to Jonsson 
this depends on the communication between both of the companies, how well the demand is 
communicated and the trust between the companies. Robotics is good at communicating with 
CEPA since Robotics do not only communicate, Robotics are also open for communication from 
CEPA. Communication is equally important for both the call- off article and the order article.	  
	  	  
For this type of article it is the availability and above all, the setup time of the machines that 
matters for the final lead-time, not the throughput time.	  
	  	  
Sourcing flexibility	  
The goal is to always have more than one option of supplier but it depends on what material it is. 
CEPA generally works according to the 80-20 rule, which means that 80 % of the material is 
bought from one supplier and 20 % of the material is bought from another supplier. The relation 
and communication between CEPA and its suppliers are crucial and it is important to ensure that 
their orders have the right priority.	  
	  	  
If a problem emerges at the Tier 1 supplier, there might be a problem with supplying the 
forecasted volume since the Tier 2 supplier now needs to produce more than 20%. But the Tier 2 
supplier can never stand for 100 % initially. Further, Robotics has requirements on which 
suppliers CEPA should work with. Robotics has in most cases procured price and quality at 
intended suppliers. Although, if CEPA is able to find a supplier with the same or lower price and 
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maintaining the quality standards, CEPA is free to choose suppliers on their own. There are some 
customers that only allow CEPA to work with one certain supplier. Even in these cases, CEPA 
has a back up suppliers since they know that the customer does not tolerate a stop in supplying if 
something happens with the one supplier allowed.	  
	  	  
Information system flexibility	  
As mentioned before, CEPA is often included when Robotics is testing something new. This was 
also the case when ASCC was introduced, thus CEPA believes that ASCC works well and uses it 
on a daily basis. The fact that the controller can get information from the system such as quality 
statistics makes it functional for more than the sellers at CEPA. However, there is no function for 
writing pallet labels as they were promised when it started, which has caused problems.	  
	  	  
K-Pro (supplier to Robotics) is also a customer to CEPA, with Robotics as the end consumer. 
Today there is no interaction between the three companies, except when a problem emerges. 
Jonsson sees possibilities to develop this communication further in the future, above all in new 
projects and process in a greater extent than today.	  
	  	  
Every detail that CEPA delivers today is marked with an article number, but it is not marked 
from which batch the article comes from. But, since CEPA are working with first in first out with 
the call- off articles, and has a system that supports it, they are able to track from which order the 
article comes from. Thereby CEPA, with effort, can track the article from the backwards via the 
production order and get information of which batch Robotics bought the material from. Today 
CEPA is not experiencing any need to be able to trace more effectively for the products that they 
produce today.	  
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Appendix D - Flexibility in dimensions for the category PCBA Incl. Drives: Enics 
	  	  
Volume Flexibility	  
Enics China believes that their demand curve is flat and for the most of the time they succeed to 
meet Robotics demand. If the forecast is inaccurate it will disturb Enics China’s production 
planning, inventory levels and their OTD. An increase in volume over a longer time period 
cannot be handled since the capacity is too low. This capacity limit depends on the equipment 
that Robotics is requiring Enics China to use. A decrease over a longer time period can be 
handled without any extra costs.	  
	  	  
If the forecast is inaccurate it will disturb Enics Estonia. If the forecasted demand is too high this 
will cause redundant inventory levels and a forecast that is too low will cause late deliveries due 
to components shortages. Enics Estonia produces on forecasts and the production starts two 
weeks before delivery date. If the forecast is too high three months in a row this causes problems 
for Enics Estonia. Further on, Enics Estonia does not hold any buffer for Robotics, but the matter 
is under negotiation at moment. The ordered quantity from Robotics is optimal for their 
production.	  
	  	  
Product Mix Flexibility	  
When Enics China receives an order, the production schedule is set. The order can be changed in 
quantity, but not in which products, 48 hours ahead of the production start. The decoupling point 
for this type of article is therefore when the order is received, i.e. the article type is being 
determined when the order is received.	  
	  	  
Enics Estonia’s production schedule is set 72 hours before actual production.	  
	  	  
Delivery Flexibility	  
The OTD to Robotics is the highest among Enics China´s customers and Enics Estonia´s 
customers. A change in delivery is hard to accomplish and it is the lead-time that is most difficult 
to change, not the volume for Enics China. In contrast, for Enics Estonia it is a change in volume 
that is most difficult to meet. To make a change in Enics Estonia’s production schedule is easy if 
the firm is experiencing a lower demand, but if there is a high demand, a change is almost 
impossible.	  
The actual lead-time for Enics China’s article is three weeks and they are working actively with 
shortening the lead times for this type of article.	  
	  	  
Sourcing	  
Enics China has 7,6 % multi sourcing on all of their products and Robotics has appointed most of 
the sources for Robotics articles. Enics Estonia also has multi sourcing, to what extent is left 
unanswered.	  
	  	  
Information System Flexibility	  
Enics China is experiencing that ASCC is functioning well. This is because it is easy to 
download orders and to check the forecast. Enics China log on to ASCC twice a week and is of 
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the opinion that no that no other customer has a better and more useful information system. 
Hence, Enics China is satisfied with using ASCC.	  
	  	  
The products that Enics China provides are traceable back to their production and the products 
and the material that Enics China procures is traceable back to the suppliers. Enics Estonia can 
also trace back their products back to production but only some products and material are 
traceable back to their suppliers.	  
	  	  
Enics Estonia is also experiencing that ASCC is functioning well. Enics Estonia uses ASCC on a 
weekly basis and this is to get an update on forecasts, purchasing orders and OTD. Further on, 
Enics Estonia is not working actively with shortening the lead-time on the article that was 
chosen. The quality goals on the chosen article are difficult to achieve when the testing is not 
covering all needed components.	  
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Appendix E - Flexibility in dimensions for the category Standards and others: Bufab 
	  	  
Volume Flexibility	  
Standardized article for the whole market	  
The actual lead-time on this article for Bufab is at least six months and is purchased from Asia. 
The article could be purchased in Europe, but the price that Bufab pays for purchasing it in 
Europe is in fact more than Robotics is paying Bufab for the article. Even though purchasing 
from Europe is more expensive, this happens a couple of times per year and is due to the 
forecasts not being correct. The demand is usually constant on this article, but the trend here is 
that Robotics often purchases more than forecasted. In 2014, Robotics forecast was 91.000 
pieces. The actual amount purchased was 157.000 pieces. But since it is such a widely used 
product, and is an article that Bufab sells to other customers, the forecast error is not a big 
problem for Bufab.	  
	  	  
Standardized article for Robotics	  
On this article, the actual lead-time that Bufab is realizing is seven months. This article can also 
be purchased in Europe and thereafter finished in Sweden. This process is done when the 
forecasts that Robotics has sent out to Bufab seven months in advance is not correct with the 
consumption of today. The actual amount purchased is more than forecasted. This forces Bufab 
to hold a large safety stock on this article.	  
	  	  
Customized article	  
This article has an actual lead-time of three months. The reason for the short lead-time compared 
to other articles is that it is produced in Italy, which shortens the delivery time radically. The 
forecast in 2014 said 37.000 but the actual amount purchased was 57.000. The forecast errors are 
managed by screening historical data and try to see patterns in the volume demand.	  
	  	  
Common for all these three articles is that the extra volume is managed by the knowledge that 
Bufab has including the historical data and carrying a buffer stock. It is important to point out 
that Bufab’s business is built on providing the service of having stock on materials. Also, 
communication is an important factor when increasing volume. Bufab gets information from 
Robotics if there is a big customer project coming up in the future. If the volume demand is 
changing rapidly, it could imply consequences of not receiving material since the lead times are 
long. If the ordered volume decreases it implies that the material will be in Bufab’s stock a 
longer time or that their stock will increase.	  
	  	  
Product Mix Flexibility	  
Standardized article for the whole market	  
This type of products goes in production in cycles, often one to six times every year, where all of 
the products in the same “family” are produced. This means that every product with the same 
width as this is run at the same time, and the length is decided dependent on orders from 
customers. Since the lead-time on the material from Asia is long, the decoupling point is set at 
least ten weeks before delivery date. In fact, the decoupling point is usually 12 to 13 weeks 
before delivery date since the tools to the products has to be decided a couple of weeks in 
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advance. It is possible to postpone the decoupling point by switching to European suppliers, but 
it is a matter of cost. Since it is standardized for the whole market, there is a wide range of 
suppliers that produces the article.	  
	  	  
Standardized article for Robotics	  
The decoupling point on this type of article is the same as the one above, since the manufacturing 
of this article also is in Asia. The question regarding postponement on this type of article is a bit 
trickier, since there are restrictions on suitable suppliers. The supplier needs to have the right 
quality at all times and the article is also finished with a different coating which limits the 
amount of suppliers. To prevent stock-outs, Bufab is holding a stock of unfinished goods.	  
	  	  
Customized article	  
Since this type of article is customized, it requires special tools. Therefore, the production 
scheme is set three to four weeks before production start. It is possible to change an order one or 
two weeks before production start if it is necessary. To prevent stock-outs, Bufab negotiates with 
their suppliers to hold a safety stock on this type of article.	  
	  	  
Delivery Flexibility	  
The delivery to Robotics from Bufab in Värnamo takes a couple of days. If some products are 
needed faster than the ordinary delivery time, the products can be put on a car delivering directly 
to Robotics, which takes approximately a half-day. If some article is out-of-stock at Bufab, 
Bufab is often able to purchase it in Europe. This enhances their ability to deliver on time. It is 
difficult for Bufab to have information regarding the actual lead-time from Asia, this is informed 
when the production scheme is set at their suppliers.	  
	  	  
Sourcing	  
As stated before, Bufab purchases their materials mostly from Asia. If the demand increases, 
Bufab is able to purchase material from Europe on a shorter lead-time. The standardized articles 
for both the market and Robotics are purchased in large batches approximately three times a 
year. The standardized article for the whole market is multi-sourced, since it is widely used in the 
whole market. The article that is standardized for Robotics can be procured at six different 
suppliers. The customized article often needs to be approved by Robotics, which means that a 
specific supplier is chosen.	  
	  	  
Information System Flexibility	  
Bufab’s representative logs in to ASCC on a daily basis, but believes that the system is not that 
effective. Every ABB-company has their own information system, which can cause problems 
when the staff at Bufab is covering for each other. Thuvander points out that the yearly forecast 
that is updated once a month is the most effectively in their production. Since the lead-times are 
long on all the product types, the forecast is widely used and is vital to be able to meet the 
demand and to increase the responsiveness. But since Bufab’s representative has knowledge 
about Robotics business, he himself does not trust the forecast fully, instead he takes Robotics 
historical order data into account when ordering material from Asia.	  
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Appendix F - Supply Chain Flexibility Measurement of the Benchmarking Firms 
	  	  

 	   Robotics	   Bombardier	  
Volvo 
Trucks	   Volvo Cars	  

Volume Flexibility	    	    	    	    	  

Most suppliers are capable of 
producing a large quantity of items in 
a relatively short time	   3	   2	   3	   3	  

Most	  suppliers	  have	  a	  stock	  of	  
finished	  goods.	   4	   1	   4	   5	  

Most	  suppliers	  can	  increase	  
volume	  without	  carrying	  any	  extra	  
costs.	   3	   3	   4	   4	  

Most	  suppliers	  can	  decrease	  
volume	  without	  carrying	  any	  extra	  
costs.	   2	   1	   3	   3	  

It	  is	  possible	  to	  satisfy	  one	  delivery	  
order	  of	  a	  customer	  from	  more	  
than	  one	  warehouses	  or	  factories	  
as	  well	  as	  by	  transshipments	   3	   -	   4	   5	  

Suppliers	  has	  a	  large	  extra	  total	  
capacity	  for	  most	  items	   3	   -	   3	   -	  

Mean	  score	   3	   1,75	   3,5	   4	  

	  	    	    	    	    	  

Product	  Mix	  Flexibility	    	    	    	    	  

Most	  suppliers	  have	  the	  capability	  
of	  producing/supplying	  various	  
different	  types	  of	  items	   3	   -	   5	   4	  

Most	  suppliers	  are	  capable	  of	  
producing	  a	  small	  quantity	  due	  to	  
relatively	  low	  setup	  costs	   3	   3	   3	   -	  

Suppliers	  do	  their	  own	  design	  and	  
drawings	   2	   4	   4	   4	  

The	  firms	  works	  with	  component	  
commonality	   2	   3	   3,5	   4	  
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Most	  of	  the	  suppliers	  works	  with	  
postponement	   -	   -	   -	   4	  

Mean	  score	   2,50	   3,33	   3,88	   4,00	  

	  	    	    	    	    	  

Delivery	  Flexibility	    	    	    	    	  

Most	  of	  the	  suppliers	  are	  easy	  to	  
cope	  with	  when	  it	  comes	  to	  
changing	  delivery	  dates	   4	   3	   4	   4	  

Most	  suppliers	  are	  able	  to	  deliver	  
urgent	  delivery	  requests	  with	  
faster	  mode	  of	  transportation	  
where	  such	  a	  policy	  incurs	  
reasonably	  low	  extra	  costs	   5	   3	   4	   5	  

There	  is	  no	  restriction	  that	  the	  
delivery	  quantity	  should	  be	  in	  full	  
truck,	  container	  or	  other	  size.	  In	  
other	  words,	  the	  multiple	  delivery	  
quantity	  is	  small	  for	  most	  products	   3	   1	   3	   4	  

Mean	  score	   4	   2,33	   3,67	   4,33	  

	  	    	    	    	    	  

Sourcing	  Flexibility	    	    	    	    	  

The	  company	  has	  more	  than	  one	  
qualified	  suppliers	  for	  most	  items	   3	   -	   1	   2	  

The	  costs	  incurred	  to	  switch	  the	  
purchase	  of	  item	  from	  one	  supplier	  
to	  another	  is	  low	  for	  most	  cases	   -	   -	   -	   -	  

The	  firm	  has	  designed	  an	  optimal	  
supply	  chain	   3	   2	   4	   4	  

The	  firm	  has	  flexible	  contracts	   3	   1	   5	   5	  

The	  firm	  has	  strong	  relationships	  
with	  most	  of	  its	  suppliers	   3	   2	   4	   4	  

Mean	  score	   3	   1,67	   3,5	   3,75	  
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Information	  System	  Flexibility	    	    	    	    	  

The	  firm	  is	  using	  an	  information	  
system	  to	  exchange	  data	  with	  its	  
suppliers	   4	   2	   4	   4	  

The	  firm	  is	  sending	  out	  forecast	  to	  
its	  suppliers	   4	   3	   4	   4	  

The	  supply	  network	  is	  transparent	   2,5	   -	   3	   3	  

The	  firms	  works	  with	  supplier	  
development	  in	  order	  to	  help	  
supplier	  with	  IT-‐systems	   1	   1	   4	   3	  

The	  firm’s	  information	  system	  is	  
adaptable	  to	  situations	   3	   3	   4	   5	  

The	  firm	  is	  measuring	  flexibility	   1	   1	   1	   1	  

Mean	  score	   2,58	   2	   3,33	   3,33	  
	  	  
The following table includes the questions and the given score for respective firm.	  
The points are set from a scale of 1 to 5, where the point represents the following:	  
1: Very Low in Flexibility	  
2: Low in Flexibility	  
3: Moderate in Flexibility	  
4: High in Flexibility	  
5: Very High in Flexibility	  
	  	  
It is important to point out that the points are set with the perspective that the authors have. This 
means that they are set relatively with each other, with no comparison to other firms. It could be 
the case that some other firms have higher or lower flexibility, which would result in that the 
points would be different if that firm were to be included.	  
	  	  
	  


